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ABSTRACT
Buchholz, Kurt Otto. Assessing Concussion Recovery with Dynamic Stability
Methodologies. Published Doctor of Philosophy dissertation, University of
Northern Colorado, 2019.
The overarching purpose of this dissertation was to investigate methods and
measures of dynamic stability with the final application being assessment within a
concussed population. Of the three studies presented, the focus of the first two studies
was on development of a new measure of dynamic postural stability, comparing it to
traditional methods, and determining how it performed relative to traditional methods. In
the first study, participants performed a forward hop while kinematic and kinetic data
were collected. Comparison of the kinetic estimation of the center of mass to the
kinematic estimation showed moderate to strong agreement. This allowed the use of the
COM estimation from ground reaction forces to be used to calculate the torque about the
COM during landing. Assessment of the stabilization time of the toque using methods
developed for force signals showed that the torque stabilization time provides further
insight than the similar force values when using sequential estimation. The second study
examined traditional measures of dynamic stability and the new measure of torque
stability during repeated assessment of three common dynamic stability tasks. The
purpose of this study was to determine if the measures plateaued, indicating optimal
performance had been attained. None of the examined measures exhibited this
characteristic, suggesting 30 repeated trials were not adequate to show stability of the
measure. A secondary purpose of this study was to examine the correlation of stability
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measures with landing velocity. The dynamic postural stability index showed moderate
agreement with the landing velocity, suggesting use of this measure may require
additional considerations to account for landing velocity. Finally, the third study used the
studied methods and measures to assess dynamic stability within a concussed population.
Static assessments typically used in monitoring recovery were also collected, which
showed the previously reported trend that these measures would recover by the time an
athlete returned to sport participation. The dynamic measures, expected to show
worsened postural control during return to play where static measures could not, did not
exhibit any trend indicating compromised dynamic stability.
In general, the results of these studies showed that a measure quantifying a
stabilization time of torque about the COM provided further insight into planar system
stability during dynamic tasks. The estimation of the COM position required for this
calculation can be estimated reliably using GRF. Additionally, the repeated assessment of
various dynamic stability tasks, and the resulting stability indices, do not present a
discernable plateau indicating measure stability. This allows for an adequate amount of
practice trials before assessing stability without compromising the measurement due to
varying amounts of practice time. Along with this interpretation, landing velocity may
affect the dynamic postural stability index, while landing velocity shows no correlation
with the measure of torque. This appears to be a strength of the torque measurement, as
tasks may not need to be tightly controlled methodologically. Finally, the assessment of
concussion using dynamic stability was not improved in comparison to using static
assessments. However, further investigation is warranted, as injury rates post-concussion
are shown to be elevated.
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The assessment of dynamic postural stability is the study of the postural control
system during the transition from a dynamic to a static state (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith,
& Borsa, 2005). The stability of the postural control system can be assessed to provide
implications for its overall health and performance. The maintenance of postural stability
consists of sensory inputs and the resulting muscular responses. Assessing the systems
responsible for control of dynamic posture has the ability to detect deficits related to
various pathologies, such as during the recovery from an ACL injury (Heinert, Willett, &
Kernozek, 2018), chronic ankle instability (De Ridder, Willems, Vanrentergham, &
Roosen, 2014) and patellar tendinopathy (Rosen, Ko, & Brown, 2018). The ability to
detect these differences allows for interventions to be tailored to the injured population.
Improving their overall postural stability can aid in improving performance and
decreasing lower extremity injury risk.
Postural stability, the process of maintaining an upright stance, is accomplished
by controlling the center of mass (COM) of the body within the limits of stability. Any
movement of the COM outside of the limit of stability would require a different action
system than the one employed to maintain postural stability (McCollum & Leen, 1989).
This change in action system is typically seen as a stabilizing step or rapid, counteracting
arm motion to smooth or reduce the destabilizing perturbation of the system (McCollum
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& Leen, 1989). Determining the appropriate action system for the current posture is done
through integration of sensory information (van Wegen, van Emmerik, & Riccio, 2002).
The inputs to the postural control system come from the visual, somatosensory,
and vestibular systems (Peterka, 2002). Visual input provides information about the
body’s orientation and movement within the surrounding environment, somatosensory
input provides proprioceptive information regarding the position and movement of the
body segments, and vestibular input provides information about the position and
movements of the head with respect to gravity (Enoka, 2015). Combination of this
information occurs to provide constant feedback on the state of control of the current
posture. Combination of these information sources occurs with the appropriate weighting
of each input based on how much information is available from that source (Peterka,
2002).
The sensory information provided to the postural control system controls the
feedback response of the neuromuscular system to maintain upright posture. The
actionable control of posture is achieved through neuromuscular outputs to affect the
motion of the COM. The physical response generates a torque around the base of support
that is used to influence the motion of the COM (McCollum & Leen, 1989). When a
corrective torque is applied quickly enough, it is sufficient to influence the COM motion
to maintain its position within the base of support, maintaining postural stability. As the
COM moves further away from a position directly above the base of support, the torque
generated by gravity on the COM about the base of support increases, requiring a larger
counteracting torque to be applied by the musculoskeletal system (McCollum & Leen,
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1989). The sensory feedback to the postural control system is paramount to applying the
correct counteracting torque to maintain stability.
Instrumented assessment of postural control is a common method for quantifying
and analyzing the overall health and stability of the postural control system. The piece of
equipment most commonly used is a force plate, which is capable of measuring triaxial
forces and moments, as well as the average location of the point of force application, the
center of pressure (COP). Various different measures have been developed for assessing
static posture using these forces and the COP (Collins & De Luca, 1993; Prieto,
Myklebust, Hoffmann, Lovett, & Myklebust, 1996; Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al.,
2005). The use of these measures can help with providing insight into the general
function of these sensory systems on the control of posture.
While static measures are useful within stationary tasks, their application to
dynamic tasks is not always appropriate. Different metrics have been calculated for the
dynamic setting, using the same force, moment and COP data. One such measure is Time
to Stabilization (TTS) developed by Ross and Guskiewicz (2003). This method utilizes a
single orthogonal portion of the force signal to provide a measure of time after foot
contact to stabilization of the force signal. This method allows for the inclusion of the
landing phase of the dynamic task and assesses temporally when the signal resembles a
stable force signal (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003). While this measure has been useful
for assessing dynamic stability across a variety of contexts and pathologies, it is limited
to analysis in each direction individually (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). This
does not allow for a composite metric to quantify a point of stabilization for the system as
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a whole. This issue was addressed by Wikstrom with the creation of the Dynamic
Postural Stability Index (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005).
The DPSI creates a composite score for the entire system across all three planes of
motion, while also retaining the ability to calculate the measure in each plane individually
similar to the TTS measure. The DPSI combines the root-mean-square deviations away
from zero in the horizontal plane and the deviation away from body weight in the vertical
direction to generate a stability index. The sum of these deviations is calculated for a
period of time after foot contact, traditionally three seconds (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith,
et al., 2005). This measure has been successfully used in a variety of settings to
differentiate between pathological and control groups, as well as a means of assessment
of recovery status in knee pathologies such as ACL reconstruction and patellar
tendinopathy (Heinert et al., 2018; Rosen et al., 2018). The measure also has a high testretest reliability with an intraclass correlation coefficient of .96 across assessment days
(Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). While the high reliability and ability to assess
clinical outcomes are strengths of this measure, it is a force-based signal that is making
inferences to control of the COM. As motion of the COM is controlled by exerting force
through the base of support, force is a good indicator of the control strategy used.
However, the measure lacks the ability to interpret the resulting effect at the level of the
COM.
Previous research has used the force signal to calculate the position and motion of
the COM during static stability assessments (D. L. King & Zatsiorsky, 1997; Zatsiorsky
& King, 1998). Using the force signal and the known mass of the participant, the force
signal is integrated twice from acceleration to position. This calculation is performed
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twice, once in the mediolateral direction and once in the anteroposterior direction. This
method has been shown to be reliable, with cross-correlation values between the force
integration method and video-based kinematic calculation ranging from .79 – .96
(Zatsiorsky & King, 1998). Utilizing a highly similar calculation, Wikstrom, Fournier,
and McKeon (2010) calculated the magnitude of the moment arm created between the
COM and the COP in the horizontal plane (COP-COM method). Their analysis showed
differences in the magnitude of the moment arm between healthy participants and those
with chronic ankle instability during static stance (Wikstrom et al., 2010).
Calculation of the COM position has been applied in dynamic situations as well,
such as during over ground walking (Gutierrez-Farewik, Bartonek, & Saraste, 2006).
Using double-integration methods similar to Zatsiorsky and King (1998), COM position
and velocity was calculated in all three planes during an over-ground stride. Results
showed that the agreement between the two COM calculation methods (GRF calculation
vs kinematic calculation) was within 0.6 cm in the horizontal plane and 1.3 cm in the
vertical direction. It was recommended that this method could be used in the vertical
direction as well, as the prior static stance investigations had not included the vertical
component (D. L. King & Zatsiorsky, 1997; Wikstrom et al., 2010; Zatsiorsky & King,
1998). Similarly, expanding this calculation into dynamic assessment tasks, such as
jumping, may give further insight into postural control mechanisms. Particularly, the
torque created about the COM by the GRF during landing could expand upon current
abilities to interpret the GRF in relation to control of the COM. Control implications that
incorporate COM motion may provide further insight than measurements utilizing force
alone.
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While assessing dynamic posture, different researchers using the same assessment
task have used a variety of methods to familiarize the participant to the task (Bolgla &
Keskula, 1997; Booher, Hench, Worrell, & Stikeleather, 1993; Wikstrom, Tillman,
Smith, et al., 2005). The familiarization protocols have varied the number of trials
provided before assessment, or report that the participant performed as many
familiarization trials as needed to feel comfortable (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al.,
2005). The variety within the acclimation period leaves room for investigation into the
ideal number of practice trials needed for a participant to feel comfortable performing the
dynamic task (Bolgla & Keskula, 1997; Booher et al., 1993; M. D. Ross, Langford, &
Whelan, 2002). The comfort level of the participant could have an impact on the
assessed measure of postural stability. As these measures are commonly used to assess
the recovery status of various pathologies, the performance on the task can affect the
course of treatment that clinicians provide. Investigation into the optimal number of trials
required to produce a stable postural control value is needed. Understanding of the
adaptation period for these dynamic tasks would ensure the postural control system is
being assessed after a similar level of familiarity had been established between
participants.
An area that stands to benefit from additional dynamic postural control analysis is
within concussion recovery. A concussion is a traumatic injury to the brain that triggers
signs and symptoms which include dizziness and loss of balance among other
neurologically related symptoms (McCrea et al., 2003). Computerized posturography is
an assessment tool that is used within concussion diagnosis and recovery, however it has
been limited to static stance (Guskiewicz, 2011). Previous studies have shown that static
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postural control deficits generally resolve within 3 – 10 days, even when other symptoms
persist (McCrea et al., 2003). A greater challenge to the postural control system has been
suggested to better distinguish concussion recovery status (Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall,
Mauntel, Padua, & Mihalik, 2015). In light of evidence that acute lower extremity injury
odds double for the year after a concussion, recovery may not be adequately assessed at
the time of return to play (Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015). Introducing a dynamic
assessment task into the concussion recovery assessment protocol may improve
assessment of concussion recovery status.
In light of the preceding discussion, the purpose of this dissertation was threefold:
i.

identify a new measure of dynamic stability that takes into account the
position of the body’s center of mass,

ii.

examine the response of traditional and new measures of dynamic stability on
the practice effect (i.e., as participants attempt more trials), and

iii.

examine the response of traditional and new measures of dynamic stability in
concussed individuals as they return to sport participation.
Hypotheses

Study One Hypothesis – Kinetic
Center of Mass Calculation
and New Measure
Repeatability
H1

Kinematic and kinetic estimates of COM position would be similar.

H2

The stabilization time of the torque about the COM would be intermediate
to the horizontal and vertical values for Time to Stabilization (S. E. Ross
& Guskiewicz, 2003) and Sequential Estimation (Colby, Hintermeister,
Torry, & Steadman, 1999).
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Study Two Hypotheses – Dynamic
Stability Tasks and Practice
Effect
H1

TTS and DPSI scores would plateau during repeated assessment during
the drop landing after the shortest amount of exposure time (trials),
followed by the forward hop task, and the lateral hop will require the
longest exposure time (most trials).

H2

Utilizing the new measure to calculate planar torques around the COM
(Study 1), the measure would plateau during the repeated assessment of a
forward hop task sooner than the DPSI or TTS measures.

H3

There would be a moderate correlation between landing velocity and the
outcome stability measures.

Study Three Hypothesis – Concussion
and Dynamic Stability
H1

Concussed participants would show static postural stability recovery
before clearance to return to sport, while dynamic postural stability scores
would indicate a persisting deficit when compared to healthy controls.
Methodology

Study I Methodology
Participants. Twenty healthy participants (male or female), 18-35 years of age,
from the general population who are not currently participating in any formal training for
stability were recruited for this study. Recruitment occurred from the general student
population at UNC and from the surrounding community via fliers and verbal
presentation. Participants were free of lower extremity, lower back and head injuries
within the last six months. Participants were excluded if they have undergone previous
stability training or if they are part of a regular conditioning program associated with
team athletics. The participant could not vigorously exercise during the 24 hours prior to
a data collection. All participants met with the researchers to discuss the study and its
risks before being asked to sign an informed consent document. The university’s
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Institutional Review Board approved this study and all participants provided informed
written consent prior to participation.
Experimental protocol. Before the start of the collection process, general
demographics and leg dominance were recorded. Leg dominance was defined as the foot
the participant would use to kick a ball as far and accurately as possible. Tight fitting
clothing for the lower extremity was provided to aid in placement of motion capture
reflective markers. Individual reflective markers and marker clusters were placed on the
pelvis and various lower extremity anatomical locations and segments.
Participants performed five barefoot repetitions of a forward hop. The forward
hop distance was set to 70 cm and occurred over a 15 cm hurdle placed midway to the
plate to enforce a minimum clearance. The testing was situated such that the starting line
was 70 cm from the center of a force plate. The participant was instructed to start by
standing on two feet, to jump from both feet simultaneously and to land on their
dominant leg only. After landing on a single leg, they maintained their balance for a
period of at least 20 seconds, which is required for the TTS calculation (S. E. Ross &
Guskiewicz, 2003). Only successful trials were retained for analysis. Trials were rejected
if the participant’s foot moved after landing or balance was lost during the single-leg
balance phase. A loss of balance was defined as an instance where the participant would
have normally needed to put their second foot down to prevent a fall. Participants
performed each repetition at their own pace.
During the testing session, data from the motion capture system (VICON,
Englewood, CO) were sampled at 100 Hz and force plate data (AMTI, Watertown, MA)
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were collected at 2000 Hz. Data were collected for at least 20 seconds after initial foot
contact, as verified by the on-screen timer and a live plot of the vertical force.
Data analysis. All kinetic data were filtered using a 4th order low pass digital
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. Triaxial, orthogonal force and COP
data were used to calculate the COM position in each direction. The COM position and
velocity were calculated in the horizontal plane according to the zero-point-to-zero-point
integration method established by Zatsiorsky and King (1998). Zero points were
determined by identifying when the signal’s value crossed zero between sequential
frames.
Each horizontal component, anteroposterior and mediolateral, was calculated
separately. The force signal was used to estimate acceleration (F = ma) using a
participant mass calculated from the vertical force component on a trial-by-trial basis.
The Euler method was then used to integrate acceleration to velocity, and then position.
Starting at the first zero-crossing, the acceleration was integrated point-by-point until the
next instance of a zero-crossing. This process was repeated between all sequential zerocrossing instances. Within human stance, when the horizontal force is equal to zero, the
COM must be located above the COP (Zatsiorsky & King, 1998). This allowed for 0 m/s
and the current COP location to be used as integration constants for velocity and position,
respectively, at each zero-crossing. The COM position was also calculated for the initial
landing phase and the end of the trial, prior to the first zero point and after the last zerocrossing, respectively.
In addition to the horizontal plane, the vertical COM position was calculated
similarly, however different integration constants were utilized. As the final posture was
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known to be a static single-leg stance, the vertical force curve was integrated to find the
point at which the body was at the lowest point during landing. This allows for the initial
velocity to be set to 0 m/s for the Euler method of integration. This point was found
through calculating net vertical impulse on the COM. With the final posture of static
single-leg stance, the net negative impulse preceding this position was calculated to find
the force applied resulting in the standing posture. The negative impulse was then
calculated point-by-point in the preceding net positive impulse until the net positive
impulse equaled the net negative impulse. It was assumed that at this point the participant
was in the lowest position after landing from the hop.
Using the calculated frame for the lowest squat position, the acceleration was
integrated both backwards to the starting frame to encompass the landing phase, and
forward through the rest of the trial. When the acceleration reached a peak value relative
to the acceleration due to body weight, the integration was provided with 0 m/s as an
integration constant. The calculated position was then corrected vertically using the
participant’s leg length, as determined by the marker placed on the greater trochanter,
such that the first point of assumed static single-leg posture was equal to this value. This
vertical position was combined with the AP and ML position to provide the threedimensional COM position for the entire 20 second trial.
Kinematic data were processed using Visual 3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD),
where the trajectories were filtered using a 4th order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a
cutoff frequency of 6 Hz. These trajectories were used to calculate the location of the
COM of the pelvis. As only lower extremity markers were used, the kinematic
measurement of the COM of the pelvis was used for comparison to the previously
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described kinetic calculation. Pelvis kinematics have been established as a reliable source
of COM position estimation during a jump task when tracking the sacral motion alone
(McGinnis et al., 2016). The kinetic calculation of the COM position was down-sampled
to match the kinematic measurement.
The torque about the COM location was calculated for each frame of data using
the kinetic calculation to derive the COM position (Figure 1.1). Calculation occurred in
the Sagittal (S) and Frontal (F) planes separately, which were derived from a combination
of the vertical axis and the appropriate horizontal axis. The sagittal and frontal plane
torques (TS and TF) were derived from the ground reaction force vectors (GRFS and
GRFF) and the associated moment arms (dS⟂ and dF⟂) to the COM (Figure 3.1). The
torque was calculated for each frame (at 2000 Hz) and was analyzed for value stability.
Various methods to quantify the time of measure stability were investigated using
previously established methods (Colby et al., 1999; S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003). The
methods explored were consistent with SEQ (Colby et al., 1999) and TTS (S. E. Ross &
Guskiewicz, 2003).
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Figure 1.1. Depiction of measurement locations within the sagittal and frontal
planes for the moment arms (dS⟂ and dF⟂), based on the planar ground reaction forces
(GRFS and GRFF) and COM locations.
Using the method described for SEQ, the time of stability was defined as the point
when the SEQ of the mean torque remained within one-quarter standard deviation of the
overall mean for the remainder of the trial (Colby et al., 1999). For comparison to the
TTS method, the torque in each plane was rectified and fit with a third order polynomial,
starting at the peak value through until the end of the 20 second trial. The values were
then analyzed for the smallest range of values from 10 – 15 seconds and 15 – 20 seconds,
with the peak within the smallest range being used to set the threshold of measure
stability. The time at which the intersection of the third order polynomial and the
threshold line occurred defined the time of measure stability (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz,
2003).
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Along with using these methods to determine stability of the torque, the
traditional stability time was calculated for each component of the force data using the
SEQ and TTS calculations.
Statistical analysis. In order to compare the COM calculation positions derived
from the kinetic and kinematic measurements, a correlation coefficient was calculated
using each component of the COM trajectory. The correlation coefficient was used to
establish the degree of similarity present between the two analysis methods (GutierrezFarewik et al., 2006).
To compare the stabilization times derived from the traditional calculations to the
time associated with the torque, an ANOVA was used. The ANOVA compared the
torque stabilization times to the two traditional measures associated with that plane (e.g.
sagittal plane compared to traditional measures in AP and vertical directions). A
significance level of α ≤ .05 was used for all comparisons.
Study II Methodology
Participants. The same participants and data collection were utilized during the
second study. The participant description is repeated below for thoroughness and clarity.
Twenty healthy participants (male or female), 18-35 years of age, from the
general population who are not currently participating in any formal training for stability
will be recruited for this study. Recruitment will occur from the general student
population at UNC and from the surrounding community via fliers and verbal
presentation. Participants must be free of lower extremity, lower back and head injuries
within the last six months. Participants will be excluded if they have undergone previous
stability training or if they are part of a regular conditioning program associated with
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team athletics. The participant may not vigorously exercise during the 24 hours prior to a
data collection. All participants will meet with the researchers to discuss the study and its
risks before being asked to sign an informed consent document. The university’s
Institutional Review Board will approve this study and all participants will provide
informed written consent prior to participation.
Experimental protocol. The same data collection procedure that was described
in Study I applies for Study II. The procedure is repeated below for completeness.
All data collection occurred in the Biomechanics Lab located on the campus of
the University of Northern Colorado. Before the start of the collection process, general
demographics and leg dominance were recorded. Leg dominance was defined as the foot
the participant would use to kick a ball (Huurnink, Fransz, Kingma, Hupperets, & Van
Dieën, 2014). Tight fitting clothing for the lower extremity was provided to aid in
placement of motion capture reflective markers. Individual reflective markers and marker
clusters were placed on specific pelvic and lower extremity anatomical locations in
accordance with standard lab practice.
The participant performed three different dynamic stability assessment tasks
across three data collection days. A different dynamic landing task was performed on
each day, with at least 24 hours between testing days. The three dynamic tasks assessed
were a forward hop, a lateral hop, and a drop landing, with 30 barefoot repetitions of the
same task collected each day. The order of the tasks was randomized prior to the first
visit.
All tasks consisted of a starting position standing on both feet, with the landing
occurring on their dominant leg only. After landing on a single leg, they maintained their
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balance for a period of 20 seconds, which was the longest required time interval needed
for any of the calculations used (TTS) (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003). The drop
landing task was performed off of a 30 cm high box placed on the edge of the force plate.
After stepping off of the box, participants landed on their dominant leg and balanced. The
forward and lateral hop tasks started 70 cm away from the center of the force plate. The
participant started on two feet and hopped over a 15 cm high hurdle to land and balance
on their dominant leg. For the forward hop, the participant started with their toes on the
start line. During the lateral hop task, the lateral border of the dominant foot was placed
on the 70 cm start line. Participants were instructed to leave the ground with both feet
simultaneously. They were allowed to use their arms naturally, but immediately upon
feeling stable after landing, they placed with hands on their hips.
Each dynamic stability task was performed in three sets of ten repetitions. Only
successful trials were retained for analysis and counted towards the total number of trials.
Trials were rejected if the participant’s foot moved after landing or balance was lost
during the single-leg balance phase. A loss of balance was defined as an instance where
the participant would have normally needed to put their second foot down to prevent a
fall. A five-minute period of seated rest was given between sets of the task. The
participant was able to perform each repetition within the set at their own pace.
During the testing session, data from the force plate (AMTI, Watertown, MA)
was collected at 2000 Hz. Each successful individual trial was recorded, starting well
before the hop and continuing for at least 20 seconds after initial foot contact, as verified
by the on-screen timer and a live plot of the vertical force. The number of errors resulting
in a repeat of the trial was also recorded.
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Data analysis. From the recorded force data, various stability measures were
calculated for each individual trial. Force and COP data were filtered using a 4th order,
low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. The stability measures used
were TTS (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003), the DPSI (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al.,
2005), and a calculation of torques about the COM in the sagittal (TS) and frontal (TF)
planes. TTS was calculated using the vertical force component over the entire 20 second
trial and the DPSI was calculated over the first 3 seconds of the trial, starting with foot
contact. The calculation of torque was performed twice, once in the sagittal plane and
once in the frontal plane.
The TTS calculation was performed by fitting an unbounded 3rd order regression
line to the rectified vertical force data. The force data starts at the peak value during
landing and continues for 20 seconds. The peak value of force data was then recorded for
two windows, from 10 – 15 seconds and 15 – 20 seconds. The smaller value of the two
windows was used to set the threshold of stability. This threshold was compared to the
regression line, with the intersection of the two lines equaling the time needed to attain
stability.
The DPSI is a sum of all deviations of the force signal from zero (in the horizontal
AP and ML directions) and from bodyweight (in the vertical direction) over a given
period of time. The force deviations were summed for the first 3 seconds after landing, as
recommended previously (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The short duration of
the timeframe represents an analysis window that is most closely related to athletic
performance (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The DPSI is calculated as
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[Σ(0 − Fx)* + Σ(0 − Fy)* + Σ(BW - Fz)2 ]
DPSI = #
number of data points
where BW is the participant’s body weight in Newtons, and Fx, Fy and Fz are the
directional components of the force signal at each frame, summed from foot contact for a
time interval of three seconds. The DPSI was normalized to bodyweight for betweenparticipant comparisons.
Calculation of the torque requires knowledge of the COM position. Calculation of
the transverse plane COM position was estimated using force integration techniques
consistent with previous research (Zatsiorsky & King, 1998). The vertical position was
calculated similarly, with assumptions based on characteristics of the vertical force
during landing and the height of the participant. Overall, this estimation method has been
shown to exhibit good reliability for COM position calculation (Study 1). The point of
stabilization of the torque was analyzed using sequential estimation techniques consistent
with previous research, utilizing the initial 3 second time interval (Colby et al., 1999).
Vertical landing velocity at the time of foot contact will be calculated using the
impulse-momentum relationship. As the known final posture is a single-leg stance, the
vertical force curve will be integrated to find the time of the lowest point of the body
during landing. Establishing this point allowed for integration of the force curve from
foot contact through the time of the lowest landing posture. Integration of the force
during landing allowed for calculation of the initial velocity when landing, as the final
velocity of landing equals zero.
Statistical analysis. To analyze the change in measures over time for
stabilization, a repeated measures ANOVA with a Bonferroni adjustment was used for
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each measure (TTS, DPSI, TS, and TF) individually. The 30 individual measures were
averaged into bins of 3 and 5 measures per bin for each person. These bins were entered
into the repeated measures ANOVA to determine if mean differences were present by
bin. Post hoc comparisons were utilized to examine differences between specific bins, as
appropriate. A point where there is a significant improvement in a particular measure
between bins, and then no change in the measure of the remaining trials would indicate
optimal performance on the task has been achieved.
To analyze the effect of landing velocity on the stability measures, a Pearson
Correlation Coefficient was calculated to assess the strength of correlation between the
velocity and each calculated stability measure. During all statistical testing, significance
was determined at as p < 0.05.
Study III Methodology
Participants. Participants were student-athletes within the NCAA Division I
athletics program at UNC. Athletes were recruited into the concussed group (CONC)
based on evaluation and diagnosis of a concussion by the university athletic trainers or
team physicians. A healthy, non-concussed, matched control group (HC) was recruited
for comparison based on criteria including age, height, weight, and sport (and position,
when applicable). Participants were excluded if they sustained a concurrent
musculoskeletal injury. Participants were also removed from the study if they sustained
any injury following a return to full athletic participation and they were still enrolled in
the study. Based on these criteria, there were nine male football athletes recruited into the
CONC group (19 ± 2 years, 1.87 ± 0.08 m, 96.0 ± 19.9 kg). Seven players were recruited
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in the HC group based on matched demographics (20 ± 2 years, 1.88 ± 0.03 m, 104 ±
18.5 kg).
Data collection. Two different forms of assessment were used during the
recovery phase. Measures of static and dynamic postural control were assessed
separately. The following protocol timeline is summarized in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Graphical depiction of data collection time points within the
concussion management protocol
The first static assessment occurred as soon as possible within 72 hours postinjury. Static testing then occurred daily until symptoms resolved, as determined by the
athletic training staff. On the day following the resolution of symptoms, dynamic
assessments began. From this point forward, the static assessments were only evaluated
alongside dynamic testing sessions.
In order to maintain agreement with standard clinical treatment, the static
assessment consisted of the same balance testing protocol currently used for concussion
screening. The HUMAC Balance System (CSMi, Stoughton, MA) was used to collect
center of pressure data (100 Hz). The HUMAC protocol consisted of standing on both
legs with eyes open and eyes closed for 30 seconds in each vision condition.
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The dynamic assessments coincided with progression through the Return to Play
protocol (RTPP). This protocol is summarized in Table 1.1 and has been distributed for
use within the National Athletic Trainer’s Association Position Statement for
Management of Sport Concussion (Broglio et al., 2014). The RTP protocol was based on
the recommendations from the 5th International Conference on Concussion in Sport
(McCrory et al., 2017). Progression through the RTP protocol was determined by the
staff athletic trainer or team physician. The athlete entered Stage 1 at the time of injury
and did not progress to Stage 2 until they were symptom-free for 24 hours. All stages
were separated by 24 hours and progression only occurred if the athlete remained
symptom-free.
Table 1.1 Stages of the Return to Play protocol for graduated return to activity postconcussion
Stage Physical Activity
1

No activity until symptom-free

2

Light Exercise at <70% age-predicted maximal heart rate (biking, jogging)

3

Sport-specific activities without the threat of contact from others

4

Noncontact training involving others, resistance training

5

Unrestricted training (normal sport practice)

6

Return to play (game participation eligible)

Dynamic postural stability assessments occurred on three standardized occasions,
with the possibility for more assessments based on symptom progression. The first
dynamic test occurred alongside the start of Phase 2, as this day marked the start of the
physical exertion testing (RTPP1). The second dynamic test will be on the day of full
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RTP (RTPP5). The third collection will occur one week after RTP has occurred (POST).
Additionally, if symptoms returned after Phase 2, the athlete was reassessed when they
were symptom-free and Phase 2 was successfully repeated.
The dynamic tasks used for evaluation were the forward and lateral hops. The
forward hop consisted of starting on both feet at a line 70 cm from the center of a force
plate (AMTI, Watertown, MA). Take-off for the forward hop occurred on the same level
as the surface of the force plate and landing occurred on the athlete’s dominant leg only.
The lateral hop used the same line and the athlete positioned the lateral edge of their
dominant foot on the line, preforming the hop in a similar, yet lateral motion. Leg
dominance was determined as the leg used to kick a ball. The hops also occurred over a
15 cm hurdle to enforce minimum clearance. Upon landing, the athlete stabilized in the
single-leg stance, placing their hands on their hips as quickly as possible. Data was
recorded for at least 20 seconds after ground contact. The force plate recorded analog
channels at 1000 Hz. The type of data recorded was be the magnitude of force and the
location of the center of pressure (COP). For each hop, the athlete performed three
practice trials for familiarity before the three testing trials were recorded.
The control group was recruited by the staff athletic trainer by providing a
recruitment letter to identified matched controls. The testing session for the control group
occurred after the conclusion of the season. Due to accessibility to non-injured athletes
and the good to excellent reliability of the dynamic stability measures used, only one
testing session was completed for this group.
Data analysis. From the recorded force data, static assessment used calculations
consistent with traditional linear analysis (Prieto et al., 1996). The primary outcome
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measures were COP path length, COP velocity and the 95% confidence ellipse
surrounding the COP trace. The purpose of this analysis was to show the progression of
static stability measures over the course of symptom recovery. Prior literature suggests
that static measures will indicate worsened stability in the acute phase and generally
recover within three to five days (McCrea et al., 2003). Data was qualitatively analyzed
to detect the presence of a similar trend.
For the dynamic tests, the Dynamic Postural Stability Index (DPSI) was
calculated from the first 3 seconds of data after foot contact (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith,
et al., 2005). Time to Stabilization (TTS) was calculated in accordance with methods
from Ross and Guskiewicz (2003). The torques about the COM were calculated using the
force signals described in Study I, with the noted exception that the vertical COM
position was determined using 50% of their total height. The torques were calculated in
the frontal and sagittal planes. Stability of the torque value was assessed temporally using
sequential estimation, as described previously (Colby et al., 1999). All data was filtered
using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. Postural
stability calculations were completed using a custom script written in MATLAB
(MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). The dependent variables were the calculated measures
and scores. The independent variables were group and time.
Statistical analysis. Static stability measures were analyzed qualitatively to detect
the presence of a worsening stability score trend in the acute phase and a potential return
to measure baseline around the time of RTP. As it was possible that static measures
would return to baseline at the time of RTP, the dynamic scores were analyzed during the
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RTPP to determine if deficits in postural stability could be detected with a more
challenging assessment protocol.
For the dynamic outcome variables (TTS, DPSI, torques), an ANOVA with
repeated measures was used to evaluate differences within the concussed athletes over
time. For the repeated measures ANOVA, TTS and DPSI were assessed individually by
hop direction. The torque stability times were also assessed individually by hop, however
with plane (TS and TF) as the between-subjects factor. Independent t-tests were used to
test for differences between the HC group and each individual time-point of assessment
for the CONC group. The significance level for the repeated measures ANOVA was set
at α ≤ .05 and the significance level the t-tests was adjusted appropriately for multiple
comparisons. Bonferroni post-hoc testing was used to evaluate the direction of significant
pairwise comparisons when appropriate.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Assessment of human postural stability allows for quantification how well the
postural control system is functioning, which has implications for overall health. Postural
stability is defined as the ability for a human to remain in an upright posture by resisting
stance perturbations with stabilizing countermovements (McCollum & Leen, 1989).
Perturbations are caused by imperfect coordination within intersegmental dynamics, as
influences of individual segmental inertia affect the overall position and control of the
body in general (Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). The resulting coordination comes through
the postural control system, as inputs from the somatosensory, vestibular and visual
systems are combined to elicit postural adjustments in the form of muscular contractions
(Enoka, 2015). Thus, the assessment of posture can provide insight into how well the
various inputs and outputs of the postural control system are functioning.
Postural control has traditionally been assessed within static stance in an effort to
investigate control mechanisms within a typical, static posture free from complicating
tasks (Prieto et al., 1996). Assessment of quiet posture provides insights into control
strategies utilized by a wide variety of healthy and pathological populations. Influences
of age on neurological control are distinguishable using static stance (Prieto et al., 1996;
van Wegen et al., 2002), as well as the effects of neurological pathologies such as
concussion (Guskiewicz, Ross, & Marshall, 2001).
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When assessing postural stability, additional variations can be incorporated to
place additional stresses on the inputs to the postural control system. To assess
contributions from the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems, changing the
amount of visual input or type of surface can provide an adequate challenge to the other
contributions to the postural control system. Having a person close their eyes or stand on
a compliant foam pad, removes or alters some input into the postural control system,
allowing for more detailed assessment of the remaining contributors (Buckley, Oldham,
& Caccese, 2016; Guskiewicz et al., 2001; Prieto et al., 1996).
A commonly used challenge to the postural control system is the use of single leg
stance. While still a static assessment, the change in posture creates a change in the
effective center of mass (COM) distribution about the base of support (Sandiford &
Skinner, 2014). This change to a more challenging posture facilitates a change in control
strategy, allowing for further analysis of control mechanisms (Hertel, Gay, & Denegar,
2002; Matsuda, Demura, & Demura, 2010). While this challenge of single-leg stance can
be used as an assessment tool, expanding it to a more sport-related context could involve
adding a dynamic landing task into this posture.
The assessment of dynamic stability allows for investigation of postural control
mechanisms with a more challenging task than quiet stance. In general, dynamic stability
is the ability to control the body’s center of mass (COM) within the limits of stability
when transitioning from a dynamic movement to a static posture (Goldie, Bach, & Evans,
1989; McCollum & Leen, 1989). Quantification of dynamic stability is possible through
measures calculated from the outputs from a force plate. The values used in these
calculations are the triaxial force and the center of pressure (COP) signals. Through
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various combinations of these outputs and the dynamic task employed, it is possible to
assess various aspects of the postural control system.
Assessing the health and performance of the postural control system provides
insight into the overall function and abilities of the postural control system. Dynamic
postural stability has been used to demonstrate deficiencies between healthy and impaired
populations. From an orthopedic perspective, various different measures have been used
to discern the presence of strength deficiencies in post-surgical ACL patients (Heinert et
al., 2018), laxity due to chronic ankle instability (De Ridder et al., 2014), and
compensatory mechanisms associated with patellofemoral pain syndrome (Rosen et al.,
2018). Expanding the use of dynamic assessment into neuropathological populations may
provide further control insights.
Stability
In order to understand assessment of postural stability, the general definition and
principles associated with a stable, human system needs to be established. Overall, stance
is defined as the ability to balance the body above the base of support by aligning the
force vector created by inertial properties of the segments of the body within the point of
contact with the ground (Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). The process by which the
coordination of maintaining the body’s position above the base of support is referred to as
postural stability. Postural stability in upright posture is maintained through corrective
movements based on sensory feedback (van Wegen et al., 2002).
The movements associated with maintaining postural stability result in the
application of a torque around the base of support (McCollum & Leen, 1989). The wholebody inertia, summed and represented at the COM, is controlled by these corrective
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movements. Each individual segment of the body must be coordinated to keep the COM
contained above the base of support. If the COM is not perfectly aligned above the
ground reaction force vector at the base of support, a torque will be applied to the system
causing an angular acceleration of the body (Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). As perfect
coordination of all body segments to maintain the COM in this ideal position is not found
in human stance, the postural control system is constantly making adjustments for this
external, perturbing torque.
Any perturbing torque applied to the body must be stabilized with a corrective
torque applied by the neuromuscular system. The ability to utilize the postural control
system to maintain stability when a perturbing torque is applied is reliant on three main
factors (McCollum & Leen, 1989). The required torque is the level of response required
to maintain stability. It is determined by the amount of motion occurring and the position
of the body within the environment. The available torque is the ability of the system to
meet the required torque through muscular strength and neurological function, along with
how well the body can interact with the environment (McCollum & Leen, 1989). Finally,
the latency of the response to the perturbation is dictated by the inertia of the system,
neurological function and the nature of the support surface (Collins & De Luca, 1993;
McCollum & Leen, 1989). All of these factors influence how the postural control system
responds to the external gravitational perturbation and acts to maintain stability.
The control of posture comes from the application of a torque at the base of
support by utilizing various action systems. An action system is a neuromuscular
response that responds to a perturbation to maintain stability (McCollum & Leen, 1989;
Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). An action system consists of recruiting a particular strategy
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to maintain postural stability, such as a hip or ankle strategy, a rapid arm raise, or a taking
a step to remain upright (van Wegen et al., 2002). These strategies are used to either
control of the center of mass within the limits of stability or reduce the effect of the
perturbations on the system (van Wegen et al., 2002).
The limit of postural stability is defined as the maximum displacement of the
center of mass an any direction where the action system controlling that motion can still
reverse the motion to maintain upright posture (McCollum & Leen, 1989; van Wegen et
al., 2002). The ability to sense the limit, and approaches to it, is paramount in maintaining
stable stance. The postural control system integrates sensory information regarding
position and velocity of the center of mass with respect to the limits (McCollum & Leen,
1989). The combination of the sensory information and the neuromuscular responses
result in “robust control” of posture (Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). Robust control
represents the ability to maintain upright posture, utilizing these systems, even in the
presence of external perturbations and imperfect coordination of different joint actions
(Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988).
Neuromuscular control of posture. Control of posture is accomplished by
neuromuscular responses to sensory input. These sensory inputs come from the
vestibular, visual, and somatosensory systems (Enoka, 2015; Peterka, 2002). The
vestibular system provides sensory information on the position of the head in relation to
gravity, the visual system provides information on orientation within the environment,
and the somatosensory system provides proprioceptive feedback on the position of the
body while interacting with the support surface (Peterka, 2002).
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These three primary sensory inputs to the postural control system are used to
influence the resulting motor responses used to maintain upright posture. It has been
shown in static stance that a temporal “safety margin” exists where corrective measures
are applied if the body drifts to unstable postures within this margin (Slobounov,
Slobounova, & Newell, 1997). From analysis of the COP relative to the boundaries of the
base of support, it was shown that if the current velocity and acceleration of the COP
would leave the established base of support in under 300 ms, corrective motor responses
were evoked to correct the motion of the COP (Slobounov et al., 1997). This integration
of sensory inputs and motor responses make up the postural control system responsible
for stable stance.
Sensory information is used to determine muscular control strategies. In static,
bipedal stance, analysis has shown that motion in different planes is controlled through
different joints and neuromuscular strategies (Winter, 1995). For postural control in the
anteroposterior plane, the ankle dorsiflexors and plantarflexors are used to maintain
upright posture under small perturbations, but the hip contributes via flexion and
extension to resist large perturbations (Winter, 1995). For control of motion in the
mediolateral plane, the hip abductors and adductors are responsible for postural control.
Outside of bipedal stance, postural control of single leg stance exhibits a different
control strategy. General control of posture across all planes is accomplished by muscular
control at the ankle (Hertel et al., 2002; Tropp & Odenrick, 1988). Regardless of
direction of motion, posture is controlled by subtalar motion that influences pronation
and supination of the foot and internal and external rotation of the stance leg (Tropp &
Odenrick, 1988). When applied to a single leg landing from a dynamic hop task, it has
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been shown that earlier and stronger pre-landing activation of the musculature
surrounding knee and ankle joints produces better force-based landing indices (McKinley
92). In light of this ankle pre-landing activation strategy producing improved single-leg
landing characteristics, this is consistent with the ankle control strategy seen in single-leg
stance reported by Tropp and Odenrick (1988).
Overall, assessment of these strategies has taken many different forms, particular
from a kinetics analysis point. Various different measures have been developed based on
force signals and the resulting COP. A variety of methods have been applied to the COP
signal, particularly in static stance, including linear and nonlinear measures of COP
motion, randomness and frequency (Collins & De Luca, 1993; Prieto et al., 1996). Within
dynamic postural control analysis, common analysis methods include the force signal,
assessing for a time to signal stabilization (Colby et al., 1999; S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz,
2003).
Static measures. Assessment of static posture is quantified through the use of
stabilograms. A stabilogram is the charted x-y coordinates of the COP, which represents
the average point of application of force on the stance surface (Enoka, 2015). These
traces of the COP allow for a wide variety of calculations related to COP velocity, area
covered, and path length. These calculations, largely summarized by Prieto et al. (1996),
provide a basis for repeatable calculation, while also distinguishing variables that are
capable of distinguishing between visual conditions and age group. These calculations,
when used in both bipedal and single leg stance, are used to distinguish groups with
compromised postural control, shown through decreased scores indicating worsened
postural control.
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While stabilograms are a useful tool in assessing postural control, the COP is a
measurement of where the point of application of force is located at the base of support
and is therefore limited to analysis in this plane. Also, the COP does not provide any
interpretation of the force that is being used to control the motion of the COM in a threedimensional context. As the force vector arising from the COP is used to cause corrective
action on the COM to maintain postural stability, furthering analysis beyond the COP
may provide greater insight into how the COP and the ground reaction force control
posture at the level of the COM (Corriveau, Prince, Hébert, et al., 2000).
One such measure that has paired the COP and COM motion is commonly
referred to as a COP-COM measurement. This measure is the distance between the COP
location and the COM location at any given point within the anteroposterior or
mediolateral plane (Corriveau, Prince, Hébert, et al., 2000; Wikstrom et al., 2010). The
COP-COM measurement is analyzed in a variety of ways, including assessing the mean
value over a given period of time or determining the peak value during an assessment
(Wikstrom et al., 2010). The RMS of the distance has also been used, as well as a
difference between RMS values between visual conditions to determine difference
between groups (Corriveau, Prince, Hébert, et al., 2000).
The COP-COM measure has been useful in distinguishing between populations
suffering from various pathologies and healthy controls. One such application of this
measure was to show differences in postural control between elderly populations with
and without diabetic neuropathy (Corriveau, Prince, Hébert, et al., 2000). The COP-COM
measure showed a larger RMS magnitude in both the anteroposterior and mediolateral
directions in the diabetic neuropathy population (Corriveau, Prince, Hébert, et al., 2000).
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The diabetic population also showed a significantly larger difference in the COP-COM
RMS magnitude between eyes open and eyes closed conditions.
The COP-COM distance was also employed by Wikstrom et al. (2010) to
distinguish differences between athletes with chronic ankle instability (CAI) and those
identified as ankle pain “copers” and healthy controls. In assessing these three different
groups, those with CAI had significantly larger COP-COM peak magnitudes and mean
magnitudes over the course of a 30 second, single-leg stance trial when compared to
healthy controls or those “coping” with ankle pain (Wikstrom et al., 2010).
Overall, the COP-COM measure provides an extension of analysis beyond pure
COP measures. As it accounts for how stability is maintained by applying corrective
motion to the COM, it is possible to interpret the motion of the COP in relation to COM
control instead of basing control on the assumption that the COP is adequately
controlling the motion above the base of support (Corriveau, Prince, Hébert, et al., 2000;
Winter, 1995). The COP-COM measure has been established as a reliable measure
between testing sessions as well, allowing for its use as a measure of postural control
over time (Corriveau, Hébert, Prince, & Rache, 2001; Corriveau, Hébert, Prince, &
Raiche, 2000). The method used to calculate the COM position has varied between
studies as well, with the position being defined kinematically (Corriveau, Prince, Hébert,
et al., 2000) and kinetically (Wikstrom et al., 2010).
The ability to make better inferences regarding quality of postural control is aided
by the inclusion of the COM in the calculated stability metric. With the COM typically
being estimated through kinematic means, the expansion of this estimation to a kinetic
calculation increases the accessibility of calculating these measures. Using various
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methods to either filter or integrate the force signal, these methods have been shown to be
a reliable way to estimate the COM location (Lafond, Duarte, & Prince, 2004; Zatsiorsky
& King, 1998). With an integration method being successfully used to calculate the COPCOM distance in the study by Wikstrom et al. (2010), further application of this method
to calculate similar measures should be considered to advance calculations.
With the prior measures indicating appropriate use for static assessments, either in
bipedal or single-leg stance, their application within dynamic tasks is not appropriate
(Fransz, Huurnink, Kingma, & van Dieën, 2014). In their comparison of 15 second trials
between a static single-leg stance (0 s – 15 s) and a drop landing into a single-leg stance
(5 s – 20 s), the measures of COP developed for static stance were all significantly
different when applied to the dynamic task (Fransz et al., 2014). Overall, it was evident
that measures for static stance analysis, particularly in single-leg stance, were not
appropriate to be applied to dynamic tasks, which commonly use single-leg stance within
their assessment protocols (Fransz et al., 2014). Thus, it is recommended that assessment
of dynamic postural stability should be done using calculations and measures specific to
this type of analysis.
Dynamic measures. The assessment of dynamic postural control is typically
accomplished by assessing kinetics after landing from a controlled, athletic movement.
These protocols are all based on the definition of dynamic stability as the ability to
transition control the COM from a dynamic state to stable control in a static posture
(Goldie et al., 1989). Numerous protocols have been developed to assess within this
context, with the core component being a controlled and defined hop or step-down to
finish in a static stance on a force plate. These assessments and calculations are typically
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applied in orthopedic and neuromuscular injury evaluation to determine the presence or
degree of injury or recovery.
An early method of determining time to stability of a dynamic task was reported
by McKinley and Pedotti (1992) as the amount of time needed for a vertical force signal
to enter and remain within a window of 5% of the participants body weight. When first
used in analysis, specific times were not reported, but used as part of a metric to quantify
landing performance. This landing performance index was successfully used to delineate
between skilled and unskilled athletes (McKinley & Pedotti, 1992). Recently, this method
has also been explicitly used to distinguish differences in stabilization times between two
groups of soccer players, with the more experienced group have a significantly shorter
stabilization time compared to the less experienced group (Pau et al., 2015). This method
provides a simple method of distinguishing a time that represents stabilization of a force
signal.
Building on the method of using a window of 5% around body weight, sequential
estimation uses a window of standard deviations of the signal to similarly assign a
stabilization time. This method also expands analysis beyond vertical force to the
horizontal plane for force and COP components. Sequential estimation was first used by
Colby et al. (1999) to evaluate the presence of dynamic postural control deficits in ACL
deficient and surgically-repaired ACL patients in comparison to healthy controls. The
calculation of the stability time is done by adding sequential data points to the first data
point of the trial and continuing until the mean of the additive data is within a defined
number of standard deviations of the overall mean (Colby et al., 1999). The sequential
estimation mean must remain within this window for the remainder of the trial. The
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corresponding time of the added data point that brought the sequential estimation mean
within the window is determined to be stabilization time (Colby et al., 1999). This
method accounts for the presence of a landing within the COP and force signals, as each
of these values will undergo a large magnitude of change during the landing phase, only
then to stabilize after the landing is complete.
Another way of measuring a dynamic stabilization time is the Time to
Stabilization (TTS) method developed by Ross and Guskiewicz (2003). This method
assigns a stabilization time to an orthogonal component of force. This method uses the
rectified force signal from the peak force through 20 seconds after landing. This portion
of the force signal is fit with an unbounded third-order polynomial. The force is then
analyzed for the peak value between 10 and 15 seconds and between 15 and 20 seconds.
The time window with the lower peak is assumed to represent the force values during
optimal stability, and this lower peak is set as the threshold value for trial stability. The
temporal intersection between the polynomial and the threshold value defines the
stabilization time. (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003)
Using the TTS method, it has been shown that populations recovering from a
variety of orthopedic injuries have shown deficits after recovery from injury (S. E. Ross
& Guskiewicz, 2003; S. E. Ross, Guskiewicz, & Yu, 2005; Webster & Gribble, 2010;
Wikstrom, Tillman, & Borsa, 2005). Using the various vertical and horizontal
components, or combined resultant, of the force signal, the TTS measure has been able to
detect longer times to stabilization in participants with functional ankle instability (FAI)
(S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003; S. E. Ross, Guskiewicz, Gross, & Yu, 2008; S. E. Ross
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et al., 2005; Wikstrom, Tillman, & Borsa, 2005) and after recovery from ACL
reconstruction (Webster & Gribble, 2010).
With the implication of athletic injury commonly occurring during jump landings
(McKay, Goldie, Payne, & Oakes, 2001), the ability to control the ground reaction forces
under the limb may be related to the risk of injury. An athlete’s ability to quickly and
effectively control these forces is quantified by the time produced for the 5% bodyweight
method, sequential estimation and TTS. It is for this reason that these measures are
commonly used in performance evaluation, as well as during recovery from injury. These
measures have also aided in the development of further measures of dynamic postural
stability.
In addition to prior stability measures, the Dynamic Postural Stability Index
(DPSI) was developed to quantify dynamic postural stability during the landing and
stabilization phase of a single-leg hop landing task (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al.,
2005). This measures was developed with similar intentions of quantifying overall
dynamic postural stability, as opposed to the prior measures that have been constrained to
a single directional component within the analysis (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003;
Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The DPSI uses all three components of a force
signal to compute the root mean square (RMS) of the force deviation away from a stable
position. When there is an absence of horizontal force on the body, and the vertical force
is equal to body weight, there are no measurable perturbations to the static system.
Therefore, the RMS deviations are calculated from zero in the horizontal components and
from body weight in the vertical component (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). As
the number represents the RMS deviation away from a stable position, higher scores
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indicate worse stability. The RMS value is calculated for a specified time period after
landing and is normalized to body weight for comparison (Sell, 2012; Wikstrom,
Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The DPSI can also be decomposed into its individual
components, as the RMS deviations can be analyzed individually in the anteroposterior,
mediolateral and vertical directions.
The DPSI has been shown to be reliable and precise across testing sessions, with
an intraclass coefficient of .96 indicating excellent reliability and a very low standard
error (± .03) of the mean DPSI (.81) (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The DPSI
was also assessed over three different time intervals for reliability. Between 3 seconds, 5
seconds and 10 seconds, the DPSI had a linear decrease in value as the time interval
increased. This led to the recommendation that the 3 second time interval should be used,
as it most closely resembles athletic motion and the DPSI will be linearly related to any
analysis at a further time interval (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005).
Initial investigation using the DPSI assessed postural control differences between
gender, leg dominance, and task direction (Wikstrom, Tillman, Kline, & Borsa, 2006;
Wikstrom, Tillman, Schenker, & Borsa, 2008). Using the DPSI, it was shown that
women have significantly different DPSI scores compared to men when completing a
forward hop (Wikstrom et al., 2006). As both genders completed the protocol
successfully, the researchers did not conclude that the DPSI indicated worse postural
stability, however it implied a different landing strategy. When paired with kinematic
data, the DPSI corroborated that women jumped with a more forward and less vertical
strategy then men used to cover the same distance (Wikstrom et al., 2006). The same
study investigated leg dominance for differences in DPSI and showed no difference in
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scores between legs, which is consistent with other force-based dynamic stability
measures (Colby et al., 1999; S. E. Ross, Guskiewicz, Prentice, Schneider, & Yu, 2004).
The effect of hop direction has also been investigated for a potential influence on
the DPSI score. When the jump became more lateral in direction, the mediolateral and
vertical components of the DPSI increased, while there were no significant changes in the
anteroposterior component (Wikstrom et al., 2008). This indicates that there may be a
change in landing strategy used as the task becomes more lateral. The components of the
DPSI show the increased values in the mediolateral direction as more force is required to
stabilize during landing in that direction. However the lack of a change in the
anteroposterior component and an increase in the vertical component indicates that a
different strategy may have been used during the forward hop (Wikstrom et al., 2008). A
higher jump in the forward direction would result in lower anteroposterior values and
higher vertical values, which then showed no change in the anteroposterior values and
lower vertical values as the hop height decreased with a more lateral hop direction
(Wikstrom et al., 2008). Overall, the DPSI and its orthogonal components can provide
insights into dynamic postural control strategies associated with leg dominance and hop
direction, as well as between genders.
The DPSI has also been used to evaluate recovery from various orthopedic
injuries to quantify persisting postural stability deficits. One area of investigation has
been into chronic ankle instability (CAI), which presents as a laxity of the ligaments
surrounding the ankle that persists after ankle sprains (De Ridder et al., 2014). It has been
shown that a clinical diagnosis of CAI can be detected using the DPSI, as the score is
higher compared to healthy controls (De Ridder et al., 2014). The DPSI measure has also
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been used to detect differences within an ACL reconstructed population between the
reconstructed and uninjured legs (Heinert et al., 2018). This research showed that the
surgical leg demonstrated worse postural stability (higher DPSI) in comparison to the
uninjured leg. This difference was seen in participants with a mean of 14 months since
surgery (range 8 – 24 months)(Heinert et al., 2018). Finally, patellofemoral pain has also
been shown to influence DPSI scores. In a study by Rosen et al. (2018), the DPSI and its
components were positively correlated with a subjective pain score assessed post-landing.
After landing, the pain score was moderately correlated with the DPSI and the vertical
component, while it was strongly correlated with the mediolateral component (Rosen et
al., 2018).
Overall, the DPSI has utility in assessing dynamic stability in neuromuscularimpaired populations. The DPSI and the individual components have the ability to
distinguish between healthy and impaired postural control due to these impairments.
However, all of the discussed methods are not without their inherent limitations.
Dynamic stability limitations. Calculation of stability indices carries
assumptions and limitations to their interpretation. The first use of dynamic stability
calculation was based on orthogonal components of force (Colby et al., 1999; McKinley
& Pedotti, 1992). The largest criticism of these methods lies in the lack of a measure to
quantify the stability of the entire system, as analyzing single components across separate
calculations limits interpretation to stability in a single plane (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith,
et al., 2005). In response, the DPSI was developed to combine all three orthogonal force
components (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). However, the DPSI produces an
RMS score and does not quantify the amount to time to stabilization. So, while it is a
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measure of the entire system’s stability, it is not directly relatable to the time to stability
scores developed prior.
When using the time to stability calculations and the DPSI in similar contexts,
there have been conflicting outcomes reported as well. Outcome differences have largely
been attributed to task implantation (Colby et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2013; Liu & Heise,
2013; Wikstrom et al., 2008). These authors have suggested, in part, that variation in
dynamic task protocols, including height of the jump and the overall familiarity with the
task, may influence the outcomes. For example, as hop direction is known to influence
the stability indices to indicate worse postural stability in the primary plane of motion,
the ability to consistently detect these differences differed between the sequential
estimation method (Liu & Heise, 2013) and the DPSI (Wikstrom et al., 2008). Both
authors suggested the height of the jump and familiarity with the task as reasons for
differences.
Another suggested aspect for variation in dynamic stability stabilization times has
been suggested by Ross et al. (2005), with the landing strategy employed for single-leg
landing affecting the resulting stabilization times. This has also been suggested
previously by McKinley and Pedotti (1992), as they noted a difference in jump-task
strategy between trained and untrained groups, which resulted in better stability scores in
the trained group. In the study conducted by Ross et al. (2005), it was suggested that the
differences observed in the single-leg landing strategy might account for variation
between the functionally unstable ankle and ankle-pain “coper” groups, and possibly not
the injury itself. It is possible that adding another element to this force analysis in the
form of COM position, and the resulting torque about the COM, may provide further
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insight. By including the COM in the analysis, it may decrease the amount of limitations
placed on pure force measurements.
As discussed previously, the COP-COM measure includes the COM in the
analysis of static postural stability, via kinematic or kinetic calculation (Corriveau,
Prince, Hébert, et al., 2000; Wikstrom et al., 2010). However, this measure has only been
calculated within static stance and it has only been used in the transverse plane. While
this measure quantifies the distance between the COP and the COM, holding implications
for control of the COM relative to the COP, the resultant force vector from the base of
support to control the COM motion is not perfectly vertical. This would pose a large
limitation for extending this measure to a dynamic context. Analysis of the torque created
on the COM by the ground reaction force may provide better insight into how the
postural control system is accounting for the external perturbation to the system while the
body is transitioning to a stable posture.
With these limitations to the calculations, assumptions must be made about the
inferred quality of postural control. Even with these assumptions, such as the COP-COM
distance representing control of the COM, differences can be detected between groups
with these measures, as well as static and dynamic control strategies can be inferred. The
best interpretations come when the most amount of extraneous influences can be
controlled. With the largest influence and source of variation between studies coming in
the form of methodology, and the related task familiarity, controlling these influences
will yield the best interpretations of the postural control measures.
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Dynamic Stability Methodologies
Implementation. One of the largest sources of variation prior to calculation of
any dynamic stability index is the variability in how the dynamic task is implemented.
For example, forward hop protocols can vary in overall hop distance, height, and take-off
posture. These differences will create variation in the difficulty upon landing of
transitioning to a static posture. The level of familiarity is also a factor in the resulting
stability index, in both general familiarity from everyday life experience with the task
(Wikstrom et al., 2008) and familiarity provided immediately prior to data collection in
the form of practice trials (Bolgla & Keskula, 1997; Booher et al., 1993; M. D. Ross et
al., 2002).
In general, tasks involving forward motion are more familiar, as forward, sagittal
plane motion comprises the vast majority of daily human motion. Thus, lateral tasks are
typically more challenging to the postural control system than forward, sagittal-plane
motion. This effect may be evident in the postural stability calculations, as suggested by
Wikstrom et al. (2008), as the DPSI increased as the task direction became more laterally
directed. They also suggested that this increased familiarity in the forward direction could
also explain why the forward hop may consistently produce lower stability scores.
While general task familiarity may play a role in the lower stability indices with
forward, sagittal plane motion, the amount of task exposure on the day of data collection
may also have in influence on the scores. When reported, the amount of practice or
familiarization trials allowed before task assessment varies widely. For example, in
similar forward hop task assessments, Booher et al. (1993) allowed for one practice trial,
Bolgla and Keskula (1997) allowed for three, and others noted that participants were
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allowed as many trials until they were “comfortable” (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al.,
2005) or “familiar” (Liu & Heise, 2013). In contrast, it has also been seen that
participants were “allowed as many practice trials as needed,” with the mean number and
standard deviation of practice trials reported (Wikstrom et al., 2008). With this wide
variety of reported, and unreported, number of practice trials, it is possible that
participants may be assessed for dynamic postural stability at varying points of
familiarity with the task. This could lead to uncontrolled variation within the calculated
measure.
As there may be different levels of familiarity starting the assessment,
familiarization may continue to occur during the assessment trials. This has been reported
by Booher et al. (1993), as they reported better scores over the course of each day of
assessment, and on the second day of assessments in comparison to the first day of
assessment. The improving scores lead them to suggest that a practice effect was most
likely occurring.
Based on this finding, subsequent researchers assessing dynamic stability task
reliability have increased the number of practice and test trials (Bolgla & Keskula, 1997;
M. D. Ross et al., 2002). Both research groups increased the number to three practice
trials and assessed the subsequent three hops. Even with this increase, Bolgla and
Keskula (1997) observed an increase in performance over the testing trials, suggesting
that more practice trials should be allowed before assessment. A similar outcome was
found by Ross et al. (2002), including across testing sessions separated by a month. This
lead to an even stronger recommendation that research should be conducted
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to “determine the point at which single-leg horizontal hop testing scores stabilize (M. D.
Ross et al., 2002).”
Based on this recommendation, among other evidence of continued performance
improvement after a small number of trials exposing the participant to the task, further
research is warranted. As a wide variety of orthopedic and neuromuscular recoveries are
assessed using single-leg dynamic stability tasks, it is important to understand the point at
which the assessor is analyzing the best, and true, performance of the participant.
Clinical Applications
The expansion of dynamic stability assessments within various clinical
populations may help provide further insights into the effect on, and recovery of, the
systems responsible for dynamic postural control. One such population that stands to
benefit from this form of assessment are those diagnosed with a concussion.
Concussions and assessment techniques. Sport-related concussion (SRC) is
broadly defined as a traumatic brain injury resulting from a biomechanical force
(McCrory et al., 2017). SRC exhibits a variety of signs and symptoms that develop
during a rapid-onset of neurological impairments, although they typically resolve over the
course of days to weeks (McCrory et al., 2017). Signs and symptoms include headache,
dizziness, balance impairments, lightheadedness, blurred vision, photo- and phonophobia
(McCrea et al., 2003; Valovich McLeod & Hale, 2015). While not all signs and
symptoms present with each SRC, various combinations are consistently associated with
the injury. The severity of these symptoms are typically assessed clinically on a regular
basis to establish the resolution pattern of the symptoms (Baugh et al., 2016).
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The signs and symptoms of SRC are largely caused by the neurometabolic
cascade that follows the initial injury to the brain, with hormone and compound releases
triggering cell death, resulting in altered neurotransmission (Giza & Hovda, 2014).
Additionally, diffuse axonal injury may play a role in slowed cognition and spatial
learning and memory (Giza & Hovda, 2014). While the clinical link between these
neurometabolic effects and the presentation of symptoms is still evolving, connections
are starting to be made in an effort to improve the injury’s management (Giza & Hovda,
2014).
Along with the neurometabolic cascade influencing concussion presentation, the
traditional mechanism of injury for a concussion can also result in additional injury to the
vestibular organs or nerve (Valovich McLeod & Hale, 2015). This results in vestibular
impairment, which can present as dizziness and balance impairments (Valovich McLeod
& Hale, 2015). Compounding the factors that influence the presentation of SRC, it has
been well established that inappropriate sensory integration as a result of SRC has
downstream effects resulting in balance impairments (Guskiewicz, 2003).
Assessment of these balance impairments has evolved with research over the past
few decades, with one of the most common balance tests used in concussion diagnosis
and recovery assessment being the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS)(Baugh et al.,
2016). The BESS is designed to challenge various sensory systems used in postural
stability both individually and as a whole via different stance postures and surfaces
(Riemann, Guskiewicz, & Shields, 1999). The use of the score produced from the BESS,
produced by summing defined errors in postural control, has been used a part of the
concussion diagnosis and management paradigm (Baugh et al., 2016; Riemann et al.,
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1999). However, after extensive use clinically, recent research has indicated that the
inter- and intrarater reliability of scoring the test produced a variability in score that is
larger than the minimum detectable change associated with SRC (Buckley et al., 2016;
Finnoff, Peterson, Hollman, & Smith, 2009). It has also been shown that clinical
measures, such as the BESS, typically return to a pre-injury level within 3 – 5 days postinjury (McCrea et al., 2003). Based on this research, instrumented assessment of postural
control following concussion has greatly increased.
Initial investigation of postural control using force plates started with the
assessment of static measures (Guskiewicz et al., 2001). These static postural
assessments, along with instrumentation of subjective clinical tests, have revealed
differences between healthy and concussed groups of athletes from the acute phase
through the return-to-play (RTP) phase (L. A. King et al., 2014; Powers, Kalmar, &
Cinelli, 2014). The primary measure used to detect group differences has been RMS COP
velocity (Powers et al., 2014). Using an accelerometer to instrument the BESS also aided
in distinguishing group differences in postural control, particularly through analysis of
RMS acceleration measured during normal BESS stances (L. A. King et al., 2014).
However, it has also been shown that instrumented measures may also return to preinjury levels by the time an athlete returns to activity (Powers et al., 2014). Due to static
postural assessments not consistently being able to distinguish lingering deficits
associated with concussion, more challenging dynamic tasks may provide further insight
into recovery status.
Expanding on static posture assessment, dynamic postural control has been
assessed within the concussed population, primarily through walking gait assessment
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(Fino et al., 2018; Howell, Lynall, Buckley, & Herman, 2018). Stability deficits have
been shown from the acute phase post-injury through as long as a few years postconcussion, with some of the most consistent distinguishing variables being mediolateral
sway and sway velocity (Chiu, Osternig, & Chou, 2013; Martini et al., 2011; Parker,
Osternig, van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2006). While gait has been a popular area for study of
dynamic postural control post-concussion, assessment in sport-related contexts has been
lacking. The sport-related context has become increasingly relevant in light of research
pointing to increased injury rates among athletes who have been medically cleared to
return to athletic participation (Lynall et al., 2015).
Lower extremity injury risk. With lower extremity injury rates being greater in
the year post-concussion, it has been suggested that testing needs to be better refined in
the area of challenging, dynamic movements for a better evaluation of an athlete’s
concussion recovery status (Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015). Various different
studies have shown that athletes who were concussed and deemed recovered hold a lower
extremity injury risk that is at least two to three times greater compared to teammates
exposed to the same practice and game conditions (Brooks et al., 2016; Gilbert, Burdette,
Joyner, Llewellyn, & Buckley, 2016; Herman et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015). All
authors make a recommendation that better testing surrounding the return to play decision
is needed, with some authors specifically suggesting that dynamic postural stability
testing may provide better insights in comparison to traditional static assessments
(Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015). Based on the research showing static measures
of postural stability recovery within a few days, paired with the insights that dynamic
stability calculations can provide, these recommendations are well founded for future
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research directions. The use of dynamic postural stability methods currently in use for
other pathology assessments (e.g. ankle instability, ACL reconstruction recovery) may be
able to provide the needed insight surrounding the return to play decision.
This review of literature highlights the need for continued research surrounding
dynamic postural stability calculations and methodology, and its application within
clinical populations. Based on the various limitations carried with dynamic postural
stability measures, a new measure will be addressed to expand the interpretation of forcebased postural stability measures to include the motion of the COM. The various studies
that have reported continued improvement of dynamic stability scores will be explored
further, with a method that allows for analysis of repeated assessment to look for a point
of stable score performance. Finally, using these insights from various dynamic stability
calculations and their implementation methodologies, dynamic stability testing will be
applied to a concussed population during recovery and return to sport to see if further
insights are gained.
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CHAPTER III
STUDY I: USING A KINETIC CALCULATION OF
CENTER OF MASS POSITION TO DETERMINE
THE PLANAR TORQUES DURING A
DYNAMIC LANDING
Introduction
Postural stability has long been assessed to detect control deficits in light of
orthopedic or neurological injury. Stability is commonly assessed in static postures, but
with athletic populations, static stance may not be challenging enough to the postural
control system to elicit the compromise within the system (Finnoff et al., 2009). In
response, clinicians utilize dynamic tasks to assess the overall health and performance of
the postural control system for athletic performance or rehabilitation recovery status (Pau
et al., 2015; Rosen et al., 2018; Webster & Gribble, 2010). Dynamic stability is defined
as the ability to control upright posture during a transition from a dynamic task to a static
posture (Goldie et al., 1989). Successful control of posture is defined as the ability to
control the motion of the body’s center of mass (COM) within the limits of stability
(McCollum & Leen, 1989). Dynamic stability measures provide an estimation of how
well, and how quickly, this stabilization of the COM occurs.
Stability following a dynamic task is typically quantified by amount of time
needed for a signal to represent stable control (Colby et al., 1999; S. E. Ross &
Guskiewicz, 2003). These measures use thresholds relative to the variability of the
ground reaction force (GRF) signal which are used to indicate stable control of the GRF.
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As the GRF exhibits large values and variability during the landing phase of the task, the
value of the force later in the trial is used to establish a threshold representing stability.
The methods of defining a time of stability can be applied to any GRF component, with
lower times indicating better stability. Alternatively, the Dynamic Postural Stability
Index (DPSI) creates a score for a time interval starting at foot contact (Wikstrom,
Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The unitless score generated quantifies the amount of
stability present in the GRF, with lower scores also indicating better stability.
While these calculations of stability have been useful in a variety of settings, there
are still interpretation limitations imposed by their calculation method. By the design of
the temporal stability calculations, the time of stability can only be established along a
single axis or plane. This produces as many measures as dimensions for analysis. While
individual measures may be helpful in certain contexts, incorporating more than one
component in the calculation would provide a closer interpretation to control of the
system as a whole. The DPSI was developed to create a score for the postural control
system across all dimensions. However, it lacks a time for interpretation and states that its
use can be paired with temporal estimations for further analysis (Wikstrom, Tillman,
Smith, et al., 2005).
All of the previously mentioned calculations utilize the GRF to establish the
metric for stability. While the GRF is created by the motion of the COM above the base
of support, stability measures using only the GRF are left to infer the resulting control of
the COM. In general, the measurement of postural stability is improved when the motion
of the COM is directly use in the calculation. Incorporating the COM motion in the
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calculation removes the need to make inferences about the quality of control, as it is
explicitly measured and represented in the resulting metric.
Containing the COM within the limits of stability is essential to postural control,
and is accomplished by applying a corrective torque to the body at the base of support
(McCollum & Leen, 1989). This torque is used to influence the motion of the COM. The
GRF relative to the position of the COM also generates a torque on the body, and this
must be accounted for in the corrective actions taken to maintain stability. Calculating the
amount of torque about the COM would provide insight into how well posture is being
controlled, particularly in a dynamic setting where initial GRF values are large. The
resulting torque can then be assessed for stability similarly to other dynamic measures.
To calculate the torque about the COM, its position must be known relative to the
GRF vector. While kinematic measurement of the COM location is possible through
motion capture, researchers have shown that the COM position can be measured reliably
during static stance using the outputs from a force plate (Lafond et al., 2004). By way of
the measured forces and center of pressure (COP), the COM motion can be derived to
provide reference for the position (Zatsiorsky & King, 1998). Overall, the ability to
calculate the COM position was established in the horizontal plane for static, single-leg
stance (Zatsiorsky & King, 1998). Within a dynamic context, the same method of
integrating force back to COM position has also been applied to the vertical direction
during walking (Gutierrez-Farewik et al., 2006). Using a method similar to Zatsiorsky
and King (1998), the COM vertical position during a walking gait cycle was shown to
have a strong agreement (R = .84) with a kinematic measurement (Gutierrez-Farewik et
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al., 2006). The ability to reliably estimate the COM position during walking suggests that
the integration of the GRF can be used during other dynamic stability tasks.
The purpose of this study was to explore the measurement of torque about the
COM, with the COM position being calculated from GRF. It was hypothesized that the
kinetic estimation of the COM would be similar to the kinematic estimates of the COM
position. Additionally, using the kinetic estimation of the COM, the torque about the
COM was calculated in the sagittal and frontal planes. The calculated planar torque was
then assessed for value stability using the methods described for sequential estimation
(SEQ) (Colby et al., 1999) and Time to Stabilization (TTS) (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz,
2003). As the planar torque was calculated using both the vertical and appropriate
horizontal forces, it was hypothesized that the torque stability time would be intermediate
to the individual values produced from the individual force signals.
Methods
Participants
Sixteen healthy participants (9 males [25 ± 3 years, 1.75 ± 0.09 m, 80.2 ± 16.3 kg]
and 7 females [23 ± 2 years, 1.65 ± 0.07 m, 67.2 ± 7.25 kg]) from the general collegiate
campus population were recruited for this study. Recruited participants were not currently
participating in any formal stability training, such as yoga or college strength and
conditioning programs. Participants were also free of lower extremity, lower back and
head injuries within the six months prior to testing. It was required that the participant
could not vigorously exercise during the 24 hours prior to the data collection, as to
prevent any soreness or fatigue during the data collection. All participants had an
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opportunity to discuss the study and its risks before signing the informed consent
document.
Experimental Protocol
Before the start of the collection process, general demographics and leg
dominance were recorded. Leg dominance was defined as the foot the participant would
use to kick a ball as far and accurately as possible. Tight fitting clothing for the lower
extremity was provided to aid in placement of motion capture reflective markers.
Individual reflective markers and marker clusters were placed on the pelvis and various
lower extremity anatomical locations and segments.
Participants performed five barefoot repetitions of a forward hop. The forward
hop distance was set to 70 cm and occurred over a 15 cm hurdle placed midway to the
plate to enforce a minimum clearance. The testing was situated such that the starting line
was 70 cm from the center of a force plate. The participant was instructed to start by
standing on two feet, to jump from both feet simultaneously and to land on their
dominant leg only. After landing on a single leg, they maintained their balance for a
period of at least 20 seconds, which is required for the TTS calculation (S. E. Ross &
Guskiewicz, 2003). Only successful trials were retained for analysis. Trials were rejected
if the participant’s foot moved after landing or balance was lost during the single-leg
balance phase. A loss of balance was defined as an instance where the participant would
have normally needed to put their second foot down to prevent a fall. Participants
performed each repetition at their own pace.
During the testing session, data from the motion capture system (VICON,
Englewood, CO) were sampled at 100 Hz and force plate data (AMTI, Watertown, MA)
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were collected at 2000 Hz. Data were collected for at least 20 seconds after initial foot
contact, as verified by the on-screen timer and a live plot of the vertical force.
Data Analysis
All kinetic data were filtered using a 4th order low pass digital Butterworth filter
with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. Triaxial, orthogonal force and COP data were used to
calculate the COM position in each direction. The COM position and velocity were
calculated in the horizontal plane according to the zero-point-to-zero-point integration
method established by Zatsiorsky and King (1998). Zero points were determined by
identifying when the signal’s value crossed zero between sequential frames.
Each horizontal component, anteroposterior and mediolateral, was calculated
separately. The force signal was used to estimate acceleration (F = ma) using a
participant mass calculated from the vertical force component on a trial-by-trial basis.
The Euler method was then used to integrate acceleration to velocity, and then position.
Starting at the first zero-crossing, the acceleration was integrated point-by-point until the
next instance of a zero-crossing. This process was repeated between all sequential zerocrossing instances. Within human stance, when the horizontal force is equal to zero, the
COM must be located above the COP (Zatsiorsky & King, 1998). This allows for 0 m/s
and the current COP location to be used as integration constants for velocity and position,
respectively, at each zero-crossing. The COM position was also calculated for the initial
landing phase and the end of the trial, prior to the first zero point and after the last zerocrossing, respectively.
In addition to the horizontal plane, the vertical COM position was calculated
similarly, however different integration constants were utilized. As the final posture was
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known to be a static single-leg stance, the vertical force curve was integrated to find the
point at which the body was at the lowest point during landing. This allowed for the
initial velocity to be set to 0 m/s for the Euler method of integration. This point was
found through calculating net vertical impulse on the COM. With the final posture of
static single-leg stance, the net negative impulse preceding this position was calculated to
find the force applied resulting in the standing posture. The negative impulse was then
calculated point-by-point in the preceding net positive impulse until the net positive
impulse equaled the net negative impulse. It was assumed that at this point the participant
was in the lowest position after landing from the hop.
Using the calculated frame for the lowest squat position, the acceleration was
integrated both backwards to the starting frame to encompass the landing phase, and
forward through the rest of the trial. When the acceleration reached a peak value relative
to the acceleration due to body weight, the integration was provided with 0 m/s as an
integration constant. The calculated position was then corrected vertically using the
participant’s leg length, as determined by the marker placed on the greater trochanter,
such that the first point of assumed static single-leg posture was equal to this value. This
vertical position was combined with the AP and ML position to provide the threedimensional COM position for the entire 20 second trial.
Kinematic data were processed using Visual 3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD),
where the trajectories were filtered using a 4th order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a
cutoff frequency of 6 Hz. These trajectories were used to calculate the location of the
COM of the pelvis. As only lower extremity markers were used, the kinematic
measurement of the COM of the pelvis was used for comparison to the previously
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described kinetic calculation. Pelvis kinematics have been established as a reliable source
of COM position estimation during a jump task when tracking the sacral motion alone
(McGinnis et al., 2016). The kinetic calculation of the COM position was down-sampled
to match the kinematic measurement.
The torque about the COM location was calculated for each frame of data using
the kinetic calculation to derive the COM position (Figure 3.1). Calculation occurred in
the Sagittal (S) and Frontal (F) planes separately, which were derived from a combination
of the vertical axis and the appropriate horizontal axis. The sagittal and frontal plane
torques (TS and TF) were derived from the ground reaction force vectors (GRFS and
GRFF) and the associated moment arms (dS⟂ and dF⟂) to the COM (Figure 3.1). The
torque was calculated for each frame (at 2000 Hz) and was analyzed for value stability.
Various methods to quantify the time of measure stability were investigated using
previously established methods (Colby et al., 1999; S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003). The
methods explored were consistent with SEQ (Colby et al., 1999) and TTS (S. E. Ross &
Guskiewicz, 2003).
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Figure 3.1. Depiction of measurement locations within the sagittal and frontal planes for
the moment arms (dS⟂ and dF⟂), based on the planar ground reaction forces (GRFS and
GRFF) and COM locations.
Using the method described for SEQ, the time of stability was defined as the point
when the SEQ of the mean torque remained within one-quarter standard deviation of the
overall mean for the remainder of the trial (Colby et al., 1999). For comparison to the
TTS method, the torque in each plane was rectified and fit with a third order polynomial,
starting at the peak value through until the end of the 20 second trial. The values were
then analyzed for the smallest range of values from 10 – 15 seconds and 15 – 20 seconds,
with the peak within the smallest range being used to set the threshold of measure
stability. The time at which the intersection of the third order polynomial and the
threshold line occurred defined the time of measure stability (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz,
2003).
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Along with using these methods to determine stability of the torque, the
traditional stability time was calculated for each component of the force data using the
SEQ and TTS calculations.
Statistical Analysis
In order to compare the COM calculation positions derived from the kinetic and
kinematic measurements, a correlation coefficient was calculated using each component
of the COM trajectory. The correlation coefficient was used to establish the degree of
similarity present between the two analysis methods (Gutierrez-Farewik et al., 2006).
To compare the stabilization times derived from the traditional calculations to the
time associated with the torque, an ANOVA was used. The ANOVA compared the
torque stabilization times to the two traditional measures associated with that plane (e.g.
sagittal plane compared to traditional measures in AP and vertical directions). A
significance level of α ≤ .05 was used for all comparisons.
Results
For reference, a plot of representative torque values is shown in Figure 3.2 for the
sagittal and frontal planes. Ten seconds are shown for context, however three seconds
were used in the SEQ method and 20 seconds were used in the TTS method. A positive
torque in the sagittal plane is caused by a GRF directed posterior to the COM and a
positive torque in the frontal plane is caused by a GRF directed to the right of the COM.
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Figure 3.2. Representative plots of planar torques over time for the same participant.
These plots produce sequential estimation stability times highly similar to the overall
means. Positive TS and TF correspond to torques directed to the front (anteriorly) and to
the left, respectively.
The measures for the correlation between the kinematic and kinetic COM position
calculations are shown in Table 3.1. A summary of the prevalence of all individual
correlations are shown in Figure 3.3. The results of the ANOVA for differences between
traditional measures and the planar torque stabilization time using the SEQ method
showed significant differences between the force in the AP and vertical directions and TS,
as well as between the vertical force and TF. The TTS method did not show any
differences between stabilization times calculated using force and torque. These results
are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
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Table 3.1 Correlation coefficients (r) between the kinematic and kinetic COM position by
direction
COM
Mean
Median
Range
Direction Correlation Correlation
AP

0.81

0.89

-0.2614 – 0.9964

ML

0.54

0.60

-0.1183 – 0.8831

Vertical

0.68

0.82

-0.2900 – 0.9874

Figure 3.3. Histograms depicting the distribution of all correlations between kinematic and kinetic COM position estimates.
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Figure 3.4. Mean stabilization times using the SEQ method.  indicates a significant
difference of the indicated force stabilization time from the sagittal plane torque
stabilization time, « indicates a significant difference of the indicated force stabilization
time from the frontal plane torque stabilization time. (p < .05)
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Figure 3.5. Mean stabilization times using the TTS method. No significant differences
were found between the force values and the associated torque values. (p < .05)
Discussion
The ability to calculate the torque about the COM from force signals only is
reliant on the ability of the COM to be estimated correctly. The overall correlations
between kinematic and kinetic estimates were strong in the AP (R = .89) and vertical (R
= .82) directions, based on median correlations. The ML correlation showed a moderate
correlation (R = .60) between estimates. The strength of these correlations supports the
first hypothesis, showing that the COM position can be reliably estimated using kinetic
data only. The lower correlation in the ML direction is likely due to the small magnitude
of motion along this axis, as even small, temporary fluctuations of the estimations in
opposing directions would cause the correlation to worsen. Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et
al. (2005) also showed that the ML direction displayed the worst reliability among
orthogonal components (ICC: ML = .38; AP = .90; Vert = .97).
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In comparison to the static estimation used to establish the integration technique
used presently, the AP and vertical estimations are highly similar to the correlation
reported by Zatsiorsky and King (1998). When developing the zero-point-to-zero-point
method for COM position estimation, their method resulted in a correlation coefficient of
0.88 between the kinematic and the kinetic estimates of the same position. Participants in
both studies primarily stood in a single-leg posture; therefore, it is not surprising that the
level of agreement in the AP direction was highly similar. However, the ML kinetic
estimation did not correlate as well, showing only a moderate correlation. Along with the
overall small magnitude of change, the dynamic nature of the task may have affected the
position calculation.
In comparison to a dynamic calculation of position, the median correlation for
vertical position found in the present study (R = .82) was consistent with the vertical
estimation (R = .84) calculated during walking (Gutierrez-Farewik et al., 2006). In
comparison to Gutierrez-Farewik et al. (2006), the present study showed a better
correlation in the AP direction (.89 > .64), while the correlation in the ML direction was
worse (.60 < .96). These differences may be due to the assumptions that were made by
the previous authors regarding walking velocity and the initial position. Assumptions had
to be made to be able to perform the integration of the force signal, whereas the present
study did not require as many assumptions that were used by Gutierrez-Farewik et al.
(2006). For this reason, the ability to reliably estimate COM position in the horizontal
plane may be different between a forward hop and level walking.
With the overall moderate to strong agreement between the two estimations of
COM during the forward hop task, it is appropriate to use the kinetic estimation of the
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COM in further calculations. As such, the kinetic estimation served as the basis for the
calculation of torque about the COM.
The derived torque was assessed for stability using previously established
methods for individual force components. In comparison to the SEQ method (Colby et
al., 1999), the torque measure in the sagittal plane was intermediate to the vertical and AP
force stability times. This outcome supported the proposed hypothesis and was expected
as the torque measure was calculated using the forces from these planes. In contrast to the
proposed hypothesis, the stability time of the torque in the frontal plane was only
significantly different from the vertical force stabilization time. There was no difference
between the frontal torque stability time and the SEQ stabilization time of the ML force.
When using the TTS method (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003), the torque
stabilization times in both the sagittal and frontal planes were not significantly different
from the stability times of the force components. The TTS calculation requires 20
seconds of data to perform the calculation, with a point in the last 10 seconds determining
the threshold for the stabilization time. It is possible that this method was not able to
produce significantly different values because stabilization occurs within a small window
(< 2 sec) of a much larger time interval (20 sec). Thus, data from later in the trial were
mostly stable, which likely leads to less sensitivity of this measure. In comparison, the
SEQ method uses only three seconds and small changes in the underlying signal result in
larger shifts in the stabilization time estimate.
When using the two traditional dynamic stability calculations to determine torque
stability, only the SEQ method produced significantly different times from the related
force components. Because the TTS method did not produce any significant differences
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between the measures, the SEQ method of establishing a stabilization time is
recommended for future use with the torque measure. The SEQ method provides a
significantly different measure of stability in comparison to its related force calculation.
Previous dynamic stability measures have been assessed over time intervals
ranging from 3 to 20 seconds (Colby et al., 1999; S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003;
Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). While the stability of the torque measure was
assessed over this range of time intervals, previous research has recommended that the
shortest possible time interval holds a closer relationship to sport-related movement
(Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). When analyzing a posture for 20 seconds, the
relation to dynamic movements found in athletics can be lost. For this reason, the shorter
time interval is recommended for calculating the stabilization time of the torque values as
well.
Assessing the stability of the torque measure can provide better insights into the
performance of the postural control system. Calculating the magnitude of the torque
about the COM of the body can indicate how well the postural control system is able to
mitigate the perturbing torque applied to the system by the GRF. During a dynamic task,
the landing phase creates a large GRF that must be adequately controlled to maintain an
upright posture. Assessment of how well a person is able to contain the GRF vector in
relation to the COM can illustrate how well the system is being controlled overall. The
COM motion must be accurately assessed by the sensory systems and controlled through
corrective motions by the muscular system. The integration of sensory information and
corrective responses can be assessed for performance during a dynamic task, as the decay
of the perturbing torque over time is dictated by how well the system controls this
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perturbation. The measure of torque stability, when paired with a dynamic task that
challenges the postural control system greater than static stance, provides an evaluator
with a deeper understanding of postural control performance.
As this measure incorporates more than just force signals in the calculation of the
measure, inferences can be expanded beyond traditional measures. Future study of this
measure should involve testing for differences in stabilization times between healthy and
injured populations. As the postural control system involves integration of sensory
information with motor control, deficits due to injury or impairment should be detected
by the stability of the torque.
Conclusion
Overall, estimation of the COM position from force signals was reflective of
estimates from motion data. The COM position derived from the kinetic input provides a
basis for calculation of the torque about the COM. The calculated torque stabilized
similarly to the force values in the AP and vertical directions when using a time-tostabilization approach, whereas significant differences were identified between torque
and force stabilization times when using the sequential estimation method. The stability
of the torque measure provides researchers and clinicians with a new way to assess
system stability and performance, while incorporating more information and dimensions
to analysis when compared to traditional calculations.
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CHAPTER IV
STUDY II: EXAMINATION OF EXPOSURE TIME
ON TRADITIONAL AND NOVEL DYNAMIC
STABILITY INDICES
Introduction
The use of dynamic assessment tasks has long been established within the
performance and rehabilitation settings as a means to assess overall neuromuscular
control and stability. Dynamic stability, or the ability to transition from a dynamic task to
a static posture (Goldie et al., 1989), is used to infer training status or recovery during a
rehabilitation program. Dynamic tasks provide a stronger challenge to the system than
static stance, allowing for a better assessment of overall performance in a sport-related
context (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The relationship between assessment
and athletic motion is further improved when the difficulty of the task is increased by
incorporating a single-leg landing (Goldie et al., 1989). Because of the relation to athletic
performance and the implications for postural control, these measures are commonly
relied upon to clear an athlete for return to full participation after an injury.
Dynamic stability performance measures take the form of directional hops, with
performance being assessed by distance or time. The resulting score typically represents a
maximal distance achieved or time to complete a specified number of hops (Bolgla &
Keskula, 1997; Booher et al., 1993). Instrumentation of these tasks using a force plate has
allowed for calculation of stability indices based on a variety of methods. The outputs
from a force plate, primarily the triaxial force and the center of pressure (COP), have
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been assessed for signal stability through different calculations. The measurement of the
time to stability represents when the signal stabilizes after foot contact. The result
produced is an amount of time to stability or a stability index (Colby et al., 1999; S. E.
Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003; Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005).
The protocols used to test dynamic stability tasks varies between researchers and
clinicians, primarily the distance of the hop task and the enforced height of the hop (Liu
& Heise, 2013; S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003; Wikstrom et al., 2008). While reporting
protocol details such as distance and number of repetitions is common, an under-reported
source of variation comes in the form of practice trials provided prior to testing. If
reported, researchers mentioned that anywhere from one to three trials have been allowed
(Bolgla & Keskula, 1997; Booher et al., 1993; M. D. Ross et al., 2002). Alternatively, an
unspecified amount occurred as participants were allowed as many practice attempts as
needed for them feel comfortable with the task (Liu & Heise, 2013; Wikstrom et al.,
2008). It is possible that the amount of exposure to the task may influence the stability
scores during the testing period.
When evaluating dynamic stability measures using time or distance as an
outcome, previous researchers have noted improving performance over the course of a
protocol, even when amount of practice trials is increased prior to testing. Initially,
Booher et al. (1993) assessed stability measures across two testing days, allowing for one
practice trial before two test trials each day. It was noted that the scores improved within
the testing session and from the first to the second test days. It was recommended that
further investigation was needed to identify when the score stopped improving, indicating
peak performance had been achieved (Booher et al., 1993). Based on this
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recommendation, two separate research groups repeated a highly similar assessment
protocol which expanded on the amount of practice and test trials (Bolgla & Keskula,
1997; M. D. Ross et al., 2002). The protocols increased the number of practice and
assessment trials to three repetitions each. The protocol was assessed on two separate
days and the results were identical improvement outcomes to Booher et al., as scores
were still indicating improvement within and across testing days. While both studies
showed that there was no statistically significant difference in mean scores between days,
scores trended consistently towards improved stability over the three testing hops on both
days. The recommendation remained that an investigation into increasing practice trials
was still warranted (Bolgla & Keskula, 1997; M. D. Ross et al., 2002).
In an attempt to determine the amount of trials needed to capture a maximum
value, Perry et al. (2005) investigated various hop tasks in this context. After assessment
of 25 repetitions of the same hop, it was determined that up to 15 trials were required to
achieve maximal performance. However, even this protocol allowed for up to three
practice trials prior to assessment, so interpretation of this recommendation requires
viewing the mean number within a possible range of three hops. It was not mentioned if
the scores remained near this maximum after it was achieved, so investigation of the
subsequent measures is still needed.
Within research that uses the time to stabilization and stability indices, force plate
measures have allowed for highly specific calculations to be performed. While the prior
research has investigated the improvement of traditional performance outcomes, there has
been little attention to the force plate stability indices and whether they possess the same
level of gradual improvement or a plateau effect over time. Research investigating the
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point of score stability would provide further insight into how many practice trials are
needed prior to instrumented assessment. The ability to assess stability when the
participant is performing to their capacity would provide an accurate assessment of the
postural control system. This seems appropriate as use of these measures has produced
different outcomes within similar tasks where the amount of practice was not specified
(Liu & Heise, 2013; Wikstrom et al., 2008). In separate investigations of hop direction
influence on directional stability measures, diverging outcomes were reported. A possible
source of the different outcomes lies in the amount of practice provided, as both studies
allowed as many trials as need for the person to feel comfortable. As comfort level is
subjective, participants may have begun the testing protocol with a wide variety of
familiarity, influencing their performance on the task. One author suggested that lower,
more stable scores could be associated with task familiarity (Wikstrom et al., 2008). It is
suggested that the forward hops may be easier, leading to lower scores compared to
diagonal and lateral movements.
Investigating a new measure of postural stability that accounts for COM motion
may provide better insights into how the postural control system is performing. In
general, postural stability is maintained by applying a corrective torque at the base of
support to control COM motion (McCollum & Leen, 1989). Further, a measurement of
the torque created by the GRF on the COM could provide a better interpretation of how
well the body is controlling this perturbing torque. As COM motion is incorporated in the
measurement, it extends interpretation beyond just those provided by force measures
alone. Analyzing this torque similarly for a trial when a plateau effect is seen is also
warranted.
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Finally, a seldom analyzed aspect of any force-based stability calculation is the
effect of landing velocity on the stability score. Through interpretation of the impulsemomentum relationship, velocity of the body will affect the force produced upon landing.
Because force plate stability indices use force as the basis to calculate the measure, the
velocity at landing may significantly influence the derived score. If there is a large effect
of the velocity on the score, it could provide researchers with another variable to monitor,
control, or factor as a covariate upon analysis.
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if and when the stability
indices plateau during repeated assessment of typical single-leg dynamic assessment
tasks. Common dynamic stability measures were used to assess score stability. For this
study, Time to Stabilization (TTS)(S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003) and the Dynamic
Postural Stability Index (DPSI)(Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005) were selected
based on their prevalence in literature. The measure of torque about the COM of the
body, was also assessed for a point where the score plateaus, indicating repeated, optimal
performance. It was hypothesized that the TTS and DPSI scores would plateau during a
drop landing task after the shortest amount of exposure time (fewest trials), followed by
the forward hop task, and the lateral hop would require the longest exposure time (most
trials). Using a new measure to calculate torque around the COM, it was further
hypothesized that this measure would plateau in a similar task order, however within
even fewer trials in comparison to the DPSI and TTS measures. Finally, it was
hypothesized that there would be a moderate correlation between landing velocity and the
outcome stability measures.
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Methods
Participants
Seventeen healthy participants (9 males [25 ± 3 years, 1.75 ± 0.09 m, 80.2 ± 16.3
kg] and 8 females [23 ± 2 years, 1.67 ± 0.07 m, 66.9 ± 6.78 kg]) from the general
population were recruited for this study. Recruited participants were not currently
participating in any formal stability training, such as yoga or college strength and
conditioning programs. Participants were also free of lower extremity, lower back and
head injuries within the six months prior to testing. To prevent any soreness or fatigue
during the data collection, participants were asked to avoid vigorous exercise 24 hours
prior to a data collection. All participants had an opportunity to discuss the study and its
risks before signing the informed consent document.
Experimental Protocol
All data collection occurred in the Biomechanics Lab located on the campus of
the University of Northern Colorado. Before the start of the collection process, general
demographics and leg dominance were recorded. Leg dominance was defined as the foot
the participant would use to kick a ball (Huurnink et al., 2014). Tight fitting clothing for
the lower extremity was provided to aid in placement of motion capture reflective
markers. Individual reflective markers and marker clusters were placed on specific pelvic
and lower extremity anatomical locations in accordance with standard lab practice.
The participant performed three different dynamic stability assessment tasks
across three data collection days. A different dynamic landing task was performed on
each day, with at least 24 hours between testing days. The three dynamic tasks assessed
were a forward hop, a lateral hop, and a drop landing, with 30 barefoot repetitions of the
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same task collected each day. The order of the tasks was randomized prior to the first
visit.
All tasks consisted of a starting position standing on both feet, with the landing
occurring on their dominant leg only. After landing on a single leg, they maintained their
balance for a period of 20 seconds, which was the longest required time interval needed
for any of the calculations used (TTS) (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz, 2003). The drop
landing task was performed off of a 30 cm high box placed on the edge of the force plate.
After stepping off of the box, participants landed on their dominant leg and balanced. The
forward and lateral hop tasks started 70 cm away from the center of the force plate. The
participant started on two feet and hopped over a 15 cm high hurdle to land and balance
on their dominant leg. For the forward hop, the participant started with their toes on the
start line. During the lateral hop task, the lateral border of the dominant foot was placed
on the 70 cm start line. Participants were instructed to leave the ground with both feet
simultaneously. They were allowed to use their arms naturally, but immediately upon
feeling stable after landing, they placed with hands on their hips.
Each dynamic stability task was performed in three sets of ten repetitions. Only
successful trials were retained for analysis and counted towards the total number of trials.
Trials were rejected if the participant’s foot moved after landing or balance was lost
during the single-leg balance phase. A loss of balance was defined as an instance where
the participant would have normally needed to put their second foot down to prevent a
fall. A five-minute period of seated rest was given between sets of the task. The
participant was able to perform each repetition within the set at their own pace.
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During the testing session, data from the force plate (AMTI, Watertown, MA)
was collected at 2000 Hz. Each successful individual trial was recorded, starting well
before the hop and continuing for at least 20 seconds after initial foot contact, as verified
by the on-screen timer and a live plot of the vertical force. The number of errors resulting
in a repeat of the trial was also recorded.
Data Analysis
From the recorded force data, various stability measures were calculated for each
individual trial. Force and COP data were filtered using a 4th order, low-pass Butterworth
filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. The stability measures used were TTS (S. E. Ross
& Guskiewicz, 2003), the DPSI (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005), and a
calculation of torques about the COM in the sagittal (TS) and frontal (TF) planes. TTS
was calculated using the vertical force component over the entire 20 second trial and the
DPSI was calculated over the first 3 seconds of the trial, starting with foot contact. The
calculation of torque was performed twice, once in the sagittal plane and once in the
frontal plane.
The TTS calculation was performed by fitting an unbounded 3rd order regression
line to the rectified vertical force data. The force data starts at the peak value during
landing and continues for 20 seconds. The peak value of force data was then recorded for
two windows, from 10 – 15 seconds and 15 – 20 seconds. The smaller value of the two
windows was used to set the threshold of stability. This threshold was compared to the
regression line, with the intersection of the two lines equaling the time needed to attain
stability.
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The DPSI is a sum of all deviations of the force signal from zero (in the horizontal
AP and ML directions) and from bodyweight (in the vertical direction) over a given
period of time. The force deviations were summed for the first 3 seconds after landing, as
recommended previously (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The short duration of
the timeframe represents an analysis window that is most closely related to athletic
performance (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). The DPSI is calculated as
[Σ(0 − Fx)* + Σ(0 − Fy)* + Σ(BW - Fz)2 ]
DPSI = #
number of data points
where BW is the participant’s body weight in Newtons, and Fx, Fy and Fz are the
directional components of the force signal at each frame, summed from foot contact for a
time interval of three seconds. The DPSI was normalized to bodyweight for betweenparticipant comparisons.
Calculation of the torque requires knowledge of the COM position. Calculation of
the transverse plane COM position was estimated using force integration techniques
consistent with previous research (Zatsiorsky & King, 1998). The vertical position was
calculated similarly, with assumptions based on characteristics of the vertical force
during landing and the height of the participant. Overall, this estimation method has been
shown to exhibit good reliability for COM position calculation (Study 1). The point of
stabilization of the torque was analyzed using sequential estimation techniques consistent
with previous research, utilizing the initial 3 second time interval (Colby et al., 1999).
Vertical landing velocity at the time of foot contact will be calculated using the
impulse-momentum relationship. As the known final posture is a single-leg stance, the
vertical force curve will be integrated to find the time of the lowest point of the body
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during landing. Establishing this point allowed for integration of the force curve from
foot contact through the time of the lowest landing posture. Integration of the force
during landing allowed for calculation of the initial velocity when landing, as the final
velocity of landing equals zero.
Statistical Analysis
To analyze the change in measures over time for stabilization, a repeated
measures ANOVA with a Bonferroni adjustment was used for each measure (TTS, DPSI,
TS, and TF) individually. The 30 individual measures were averaged into bins of 3 and 5
measures per bin for each person. These bins were entered into the repeated measures
ANOVA to determine if mean differences were present by bin. Post hoc comparisons
were utilized to examine differences between specific bins, as appropriate. A point where
there is a significant improvement in a particular measure between bins, and then no
change in the measure of the remaining trials would indicate optimal performance on the
task has been achieved.
To analyze the effect of landing velocity on the stability measures, a Pearson
Correlation Coefficient was calculated to assess the strength of correlation between the
velocity and each calculated stability measure. For each participant, all four measures of
stability (TTS, DPSI, TS, and TF) were assessed during each task (DPL, FWH, and LAH)
for correlation with the landing velocity that occurred during the same trial. Each
correlation coefficient was generated from the 30 attempted trials. This produced 12
correlation coefficients for each participant. The overall, average correlation for each
stability index and landing velocity was averaged using all 17 participants. This produced
12 average correlations which were used for analysis of the hypothesis. While statistical
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significance testing was not used during analysis of this hypothesis, the critical value for
a correlation between 30 coordinate pairs is r(30) = 0.361.
During all statistical testing, significance was determined at as p < 0.05.
Results
Overall, analysis of the TTS, DPSI and torque measures using the repeated
measures ANOVAs showed no significant time effect using either the 6 or 10 bin
methods. No further analysis of differences between individual bins could be determined.
The individual results of each measure over time, averaged into the two different binning
methods are shown in their respective Figures 4.1 through 4.4.
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Figure 4.1. Plots showing the DPSI over time for the three dynamic hop tasks, presented
with bins of 6 and 10 means per bin.
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Figure 4.2. Plots showing the TTS over time for the three dynamic hop tasks, presented
with bins of 6 and 10 means per bin.
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Figure 4.3. Plots showing the mean stabilization time of the torque in the sagittal plane
over time using bins of 6 and 10 means per bin.
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Figure 4.4. Plots showing the mean stabilization time of the torque in the frontal plane
over time using bins of 6 and 10 means per bin.
The landing velocity showed a moderate correlation with the DPSI measure and
poor correlation with all other stability measures. The mean correlations are shown in
Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Mean correlations between
LV and task stability measures
Task Measure
r
DPL

DPSI

0.57

TTS

0.27

Time based on TS

0.03

Time based on TF

-0.09

FWH DPSI

LAH

0.53

TTS

0.36

Time based on TS

0.07

Time based on TF

-0.08

DPSI

0.36

TTS

0.28

Time based on TS

-0.04

Time based on TF

-0.07

Note: Critical r(30) = 0.361
Discussion
Overall, a point where stability indices plateau during repeated assessment could
not be defined, as no groupings (bins) of means showed a significant change over time.
This finding is in contrast to the first hypothesis, as it was speculated that the measures
initially improve before reaching a plateau. The present protocol utilized the assessment
of three different dynamic stability tasks over 30 repetitions. Because no practice trials
were allowed prior to assessment, the general interpretation indicates that a grouping of
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measures collected within the first 30 hops will be statistically similar to any other
grouping within this range.
The primary purpose of this paper was to expand the dynamic testing protocol by
increasing the number of assessment trials. The large increase in trials, in comparison to
previous research, was to investigate where a stability measure exhibits a plateau. The
context of this analysis also extends this research question into force plate-derived
measures of dynamic postural stability. As the protocol extends well beyond the total
number of trials investigated previously, it was anticipated that a point where the
measures plateaued would be evident. Previously, even with as short of a testing session
of two trials (with one practice trial), the general trend of an improving score was evident
(Booher et al., 1993). When expanded to three practice trials with three test trials (Bolgla
& Keskula, 1997; M. D. Ross et al., 2002) or five test trials (Krishnan, 2015), this trend
was consistent. The present study did not show any significant differences between
scores at any point, however a similar trend suggesting scores were improving was
present for most measures within most hop protocols. It is possible that the previously
mentioned familiarity with these types of assessment tasks may have affected the ability
to discern a plateau in measurements (Wikstrom et al., 2008). As these motions are
common in most aspects of daily life, there may already be a high degree of familiarity,
thus there may not be a marked improvement during repeated assessment.
In terms of score variability between trials, the current results agree with the
findings of previous research. It has been found that when the scores are calculated
during the practice and test trials, there is no significant difference between the two sets
of scores (Bolgla & Keskula, 1997). When testing across different days, Ross et al.
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(2002) found that even though the scores on the second testing day indicated
improvement, the scores were not significantly different between days. Finally, Krishnan
(2015) tested forward hop stability measures and found that the mean score during three
practice tests was significantly different from the scores across five test trials. However,
while the mean difference was significant, the difference was less than the minimal
detectable change published for the dynamic test used (Krishnan, 2015). The present
results are in agreement with these findings, as there was no difference between scores
across the protocol. With the current study protocol including 30 repetitions, it appears
that this trend extends well beyond the observed window the shorter protocols used
previously.
All previous studies noted the improving scores, even though they were largely
not significantly different over time. This has led all previous researchers to recommend
further research to determine if the scores plateau, implying that the number of trials
needed to reach this plateau should be accounted for as practice trials. While this
recommendation is well founded based on the shorter protocols, the length of the current
protocol and the same implications indicate that if a plateau occurs, it is likely beyond 30
repetitions. The high amount of trials that would be needed to reach this plateau would be
time consuming and cause fatigue, making the recommendation of greater than 30
practice trials not feasible for a large majority of settings. The participants in the present
study anecdotally mentioned that they were approaching a point of fatigue, with most
saying another set of 10 repetitions would likely have been difficult to complete. The lack
of findings presently does not agree with previous research around hops for distance, as
Perry et al. (2005) have determined that up to 15 trials are needed to ensure that a
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maximal value has been attained. This research allowed for up to three practice trials,
which introduces the possibility that the true interpretation may be up to three trials
different from the reported number of 15 trials. However, even with this limitation, the
total number of trials recommended is still less than the 30 trials performed presently.
The moderate correlation between the DPSI measure and the landing velocity is to
be expected, based on how each measure was calculated. The DPSI is calculated as a root
mean square of the force signal, and the landing velocity is derived from the impulsemomentum relationship of the vertical force component. With these two measures using
highly similar methods of calculation, a moderate to strong correlation was expected.
When using the DPSI as a measure of system performance, it may be useful to select an
assessment task and protocol that controls the variation of landing velocity between
participants. If a task cannot be selected that ensures participants will be landing on the
force plate in similar circumstances, calculating the landing velocity and utilizing it as a
covariate may help distinguish differences that may have otherwise been missed by the
variation in landing velocity influencing the DPSI calculation.
For future research, the minimum detectable change of the DPSI and TTS should
be investigated. It is possible that the variance within the scores exceeds the minimum
detectable change for these measures, however there is no readily available information
to compare.
Conclusion
Using two commonly applied dynamic stability measures, the ability to detect a
plateau over multiple trials was not possible. The use of the measure of torque about the
COM is a novel use within this context, however it was not able to detect a plateau as
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well. It was anticipated that a more direct measure of COM movement control would be
able to quantify changes between trials, hopefully indicating this plateau in stability
performance. Ultimately, further research in the form of dynamic task identification may
improve the ability of this measure to detect such a point. As for the moderate correlation
found between the DPSI and the landing velocity, it is suggested that the landing velocity
either be controlled for during data collection or accounted for during data analysis.
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CHAPTER V
STUDY III: CONCUSSION RECOVERY
AND DYNAMIC STABILITY
Introduction
When an athlete sustains a concussion, the injury commonly produces signs and
symptoms which include dizziness and loss of balance among other neurologically
related symptoms (McCrea et al., 2003). Assessment of these symptoms are the primary
point of assessment used to manage the recovery of the injury (Baugh et al., 2016). While
most of the assessments are subjective to the injured athlete, quantification of postural
control by the clinician or researcher has been attempted with varying success (Finnoff et
al., 2009; Powers et al., 2014). It has been suggested that current evaluation methods used
to determine the return to play (RTP) status of an athlete following concussion are not
stringent enough to determine a recovery level adequate to allow for return to sport
(Brooks et al., 2016; Finnoff et al., 2009; Lynall et al., 2015). The lack of strenuous
testing protocols prior to return may be linked to an increased rate of lower extremity
injury after sustaining a concussion (Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015).
The balance deficits experienced after a concussion are caused by a variety of
different injury-related factors which affect the performance of the postural control
system. The visual, somatosensory and vestibular systems account for the inputs to the
postural control system, with the musculoskeletal system being responsible for applying
corrective actions to maintain posture. The cause of the balance deficits can be attributed
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to many areas, but structural damage to the neurons and the release of a multitude of
hormones and compounds as a result of the injury slow neurotransmission, affecting
postural control (Giza & Hovda, 2014). With the effect of altered neurotransmission, it
has been well established that inappropriate sensory integration has downstream effects
resulting in balance impairments (Guskiewicz, 2003). Along with the neurometabolic
cascade influencing concussion presentation, the traditional mechanism of injury for a
concussion can also result in additional injury to the vestibular organs or nerve (Valovich
McLeod & Hale, 2015). This results in vestibular impairment, which can also present as
dizziness and balance impairments (Valovich McLeod & Hale, 2015).
To assess the control of posture, subjective assessments of posture have been used
by clinicians to determine the performance of the system. The most commonly used
assessment is the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS), which allows clinicians to score
postural control (Baugh et al., 2016; Riemann et al., 1999). The BESS is used to
challenge the sensory systems associated with postural stability, both individually and
collectively using different stance postures and surfaces (Riemann et al., 1999). However,
even after extensive clinical adoption, recent research has shown that the variability of
the subjectively measured score affected the reliability between raters and over time. The
associated variability of the scores was larger than the minimum detectable change
associated with concussion (Buckley et al., 2016; Finnoff et al., 2009). It has also been
shown that clinical measures, such as the BESS, typically return to a pre-injury level
within 3 – 5 days post-injury (McCrea et al., 2003). Due to these limitations, the use of
instrumented assessments of postural control has grown.
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Instrumented investigation of postural control after a concussion started with the
assessment of static measures (Guskiewicz et al., 2001). Static postural assessments have
been expanded to instrumentation of subjective clinical tests, such as the BESS. Using
objective measures from these instruments, differences were shown between healthy and
concussed groups of athletes from the acute phase through RTP (L. A. King et al., 2014;
Powers et al., 2014). A large number of static postural control measures have been
investigated, with the primary measure used to detect group differences being RMS COP
velocity (Powers et al., 2014). Accelerometers have also been used to instrument the
BESS, which were also able to distinguishing group differences in postural control,
particularly through the use of RMS acceleration (L. A. King et al., 2014). However,
other measures of postural control have shown that instrumented measures may return to
pre-injury levels by the time an athlete returns to activity, as well (Powers et al., 2014).
Because static postural assessments do not consistently distinguish lingering deficits
associated with concussion, more challenging dynamic tasks may provide further insight
into recovery status.
Expanding on static posture assessments, dynamic postural control has been
assessed within the concussed population, primarily through the assessment of walking
gait (Fino et al., 2018; Howell et al., 2018). Stability deficits have been shown from the
acute phase post-injury through as long as a few years post-concussion, with the most
consistent distinguishing variables being mediolateral sway and sway velocity (Chiu et
al., 2013; Martini et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2006). While gait has been a popular area for
study of dynamic postural control post-concussion, assessment in sport-related contexts
has been lacking. The use of testing within a sport-related context has become
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increasingly relevant, as recent research has indicated an increased injury rate among
athletes who have been medically cleared to return to athletic participation (Lynall et al.,
2015).
Various different studies have shown that athletes who were concussed and
cleared to return to sport through the currently accepted methods hold a lower extremity
injury risk that is at least two to three times greater compared to teammates exposed to
the same practice and game conditions (Brooks et al., 2016; Gilbert et al., 2016; Herman
et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015). All of these researchers make the recommendation that
better testing surrounding the RTP decision is needed, with some authors specifically
suggesting that dynamic postural stability testing may provide better insights in
comparison to traditional static assessments (Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015).
Based on the research showing recovery of static postural stability measures within a few
days, paired with the potential insights that sport-related assessments can provide, these
recommendations are well founded for future research.
The use of dynamic postural stability methods currently in use for other pathology
assessments (e.g. ankle instability, ACL reconstruction recovery) may be able to provide
the needed insight surrounding the return to play decision (S. E. Ross & Guskiewicz,
2003; Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). As these measures of dynamic stability
make inferences to the ability to control the center of mass (COM) of the body during
these tasks, assessing the COM motion by way of the torque created about it may provide
further insights. The purpose of this study was to examine the response of traditional and
new measures of dynamic stability in concussed individuals as they return to sport
participation.
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Methods
Participants
Participants were student-athletes within the NCAA Division I athletics program
at UNC. Athletes were recruited into the concussed group (CONC) based on evaluation
and diagnosis of a concussion by the university athletic trainers or team physicians. A
healthy, non-concussed, matched control group (HC) was recruited for comparison based
on criteria including age, height, weight, and sport (and position, when applicable).
Participants were excluded if they sustained a concurrent musculoskeletal injury.
Participants were also removed from the study if they sustained any injury following a
return to full athletic participation and they were still enrolled in the study.
Data Collection
Two different forms of assessment were used during the recovery phase.
Measures of static and dynamic postural control were assessed separately. The following
protocol timeline is summarized in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Graphical depiction of data collection time points within the concussion
management protocol
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The first static assessment occurred as soon as possible within 72 hours postinjury. Static testing then occurred daily until symptoms resolved, as determined by the
athletic training staff by using an established quantitative symptom checklist. The
symptoms checklist asks the athlete to subjectively rate the severity of a range of
concussion symptoms on a scale from 0 (not present) to 6 (highly symptomatic). While
an athlete reported a symptom score higher than zero, the athlete was considered
symptomatic and remained in Stage 1 of the management protocol. On the day following
the resolution of symptoms (symptoms score = 0), dynamic assessments began. From this
point forward, the static assessments were only evaluated alongside dynamic testing
sessions.
In order to maintain agreement with standard clinical treatment, the static
assessment consisted of the same balance testing protocol currently used for concussion
screening. The HUMAC Balance System (CSMi, Stoughton, MA) was used to collect
center of pressure data (100 Hz). The HUMAC protocol consisted of standing on both
legs with eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) for 30 seconds in each vision condition.
The dynamic assessments coincided with progression through the Return to Play
protocol (RTPP). This protocol is summarized in Table 5.1 and has been distributed for
use within the National Athletic Trainer’s Association Position Statement for
Management of Sport Concussion (Broglio et al., 2014). The RTP protocol was based on
the recommendations from the 5th International Conference on Concussion in Sport
(McCrory et al., 2017). Progression through the RTP protocol was determined by the
staff athletic trainer or team physician. The athlete entered Stage 1 at the time of injury
and did not progress to Stage 2 until they were symptom-free for 24 hours. All stages
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were separated by 24 hours and progression only occurred if the athlete remained
symptom-free.
Table 5.1 Stages of the Return to Play protocol for graduated return to activity postconcussion
Stage Physical Activity
1

No activity until symptom-free

2

Light Exercise at <70% age-predicted maximal heart rate (biking, jogging)

3

Sport-specific activities without the threat of contact from others

4

Noncontact training involving others, resistance training

5

Unrestricted training (normal sport practice)

6

Return to play (game participation eligible)

Note: Each stage is separated by a minimum of 24 hours
Dynamic postural stability assessments occurred on three standardized occasions,
with the possibility for more assessments based on symptom progression. The first
dynamic test occurred alongside the start of Phase 2, as this day marked the start of the
physical exertion testing (RTPP1). The second dynamic test will be on the day of full
RTP (RTPP5). The third collection will occur one week after RTP has occurred (POST).
Additionally, if symptoms returned after Phase 2, the athlete was reassessed when they
were symptom-free and Phase 2 was successfully repeated.
The dynamic tasks used for evaluation were the forward and lateral hops. The
forward hop consisted of starting on both feet at a line 70 cm from the center of a force
plate (AMTI, Watertown, MA). Take-off for the forward hop occurred on the same level
as the surface of the force plate and landing occurred on the athlete’s dominant leg only.
The lateral hop used the same line and the athlete positioned the lateral edge of their
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dominant foot on the line, preforming the hop in a similar, yet lateral motion. Leg
dominance was determined as the leg used to kick a ball. The hops also occurred over a
15 cm hurdle to enforce minimum clearance. Upon landing, the athlete stabilized in the
single-leg stance, placing their hands on their hips as quickly as possible. Data was
recorded for at least 20 seconds after ground contact. The force plate recorded analog
channels at 1000 Hz. The type of data recorded was be the magnitude of force and the
location of the center of pressure (COP). For each hop, the athlete performed three
practice trials for familiarity before the three testing trials were recorded.
The control group was recruited by the staff athletic trainer by providing a
recruitment letter to identified matched controls. The testing session for the control group
occurred after the conclusion of the season. Due to accessibility to non-injured athletes
and the good to excellent reliability of the dynamic stability measures used, only one
testing session was completed for this group.
Data Analysis
From the recorded force data, static assessment used calculations consistent with
traditional linear analysis (Prieto et al., 1996). The primary outcome measures were COP
path length, COP velocity and the 95% confidence ellipse surrounding the COP trace.
The purpose of this analysis was to show the progression of static stability measures over
the course of symptom recovery. Prior literature suggests that static measures will
indicate worsened stability in the acute phase and generally recover within three to five
days (McCrea et al., 2003). Data was qualitatively analyzed to detect the presence of a
similar trend.
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For the dynamic tests, the Dynamic Postural Stability Index (DPSI) was
calculated from the first 3 seconds of data after foot contact (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith,
et al., 2005). Time to Stabilization (TTS) was calculated in accordance with methods
from Ross and Guskiewicz (2003). The torques about the COM were calculated using the
force signals described in Study I, with the noted exception that the vertical COM
position was determined using 50% of their total height. The torques were calculated in
the frontal and sagittal planes. Stability of the torque value was assessed temporally using
sequential estimation, as described previously (Colby et al., 1999). All data was filtered
using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. Postural
stability calculations were completed using a custom script written in MATLAB
(MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). The dependent variables were the calculated measures
and scores. The independent variables were group and time.
Statistical Analysis
Static stability measures were analyzed qualitatively to detect the presence of a
worsening stability score trend in the acute phase and a potential return to measure
baseline around the time of RTP. As it was possible that static measures would return to
baseline at the time of RTP, the dynamic scores were analyzed during the RTPP to
determine if deficits in postural stability could be detected with a more challenging
assessment protocol.
For the dynamic outcome variables (TTS, DPSI, torques), an ANOVA with
repeated measures was used to evaluate differences within the concussed athletes over
time. For the repeated measures ANOVA, TTS and DPSI were assessed individually by
hop direction. The torque stability times were also assessed individually by hop, however
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with plane (TS and TF) as the between-subjects factor. Independent t-tests were used to
test for differences between the HC group and each individual time-point of assessment
for the CONC group. The significance level for the repeated measures ANOVA was set
at α ≤ .05 and the significance level the t-tests was adjusted appropriately for multiple
comparisons. Bonferroni post-hoc testing was used to evaluate the direction of significant
pairwise comparisons when appropriate.
Results
Overall, there were nine male football athletes recruited into the CONC group (19
± 2 years, 1.87 ± 0.08 m, 96.0 ± 19.9 kg). After the conclusion of the season, seven
healthy controls were recruited based on matched demographics (20 ± 2 years, 1.88 ±
0.03 m, 104 ± 18.5 kg). Independent T-tests did not show any differences between
groups.
When analyzing the static measures, the total excursion (TOTEX), mean velocity
(MVELO) and 95% confidence ellipse area (AREA_95CE) of the COP all showed an
initial worsening of values, indicating decreased postural control within the first two days
after the injury (24h and 48h). At the time the athlete began the RTPP, their static
measures then appear to resemble values comparable to the HC group, indicating better
postural control. This trend continued at the following assessments corresponding to the
RTP testing session and the assessment one week after RTP. All measures showed
greater values for the eyes closed posture, with the exception of the 95% confidence
ellipse one week after RTP. These static measures are shown in Figures 5.2 through 5.4.
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Figure 5.2. The progression of the static measure of the total excursion distance over the
course of recovery, for 24- and 48-hours post-injury (24H and 48H), one day
asymptomatic (RTPP1), RTP (RTPP5), and one week after RTP (POST). Results shown
for eyes-open (EO) and eyes-closed (EC).
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Figure 5.3. The progression of the static measure of the mean velocity over the course of
recovery, for 24- and 48-hours post-injury (24H and 48H), one day asymptomatic
(RTPP1), RTP (RTPP5), and one week after RTP (POST). Results shown for eyes-open
(EO) and eyes-closed (EC).
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Figure 5.4. The progression of the static measure of the 95% confidence ellipse area over
the course of recovery, for 24- and 48-hours post-injury (24H and 48H), one day
asymptomatic (RTPP1), RTP (RTPP5), and one week after RTP (POST). Results shown
for eyes-open (EO) and eyes-closed (EC).
When assessing the dynamic stability measures, there were no significant
differences over the course of the recovery, as assessed by the repeated measures
ANOVA within the CONC group only. The traditional stability calculations (TTS, DPSI)
are shown in Figure 5.5 and the torque stability times are shown in Figure 5.6. For the
torque stability times, there was a significant main effect of analysis plane, as TS and TF
stabilization times were significantly different during both the FWH and LAH. For the
torque stability times during the LAH, there was also a significant interaction between the
analysis plane and time. Finally, when assessing group differences, the individual t-tests
did not show any differences between the HC assessment and any CONC assessment
points.
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Figure 5.5. Values for TTS and DPSI measures in both groups (CONC over the three
assessment timepoints). Measures were assessed during the FWH and LAH.
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Figure 5.6. Stability times for the torque value in both groups (CONC group over three
assessment timepoints). Each hop is presented individually, divided by analysis plane.
There was a significant main effect of analysis plane for both the FWH and LAH, and an
interaction between time and plane for LAH. p < .05
Discussion
The overall purpose of this study was to test whether dynamic postural stability
scores provided better insight into the recovery status of an athlete after a concussion in
comparison to static measures. This purpose was implemented through two primary
research questions within this study. First, this investigation aimed to establish that the
static measures traditionally used would detect decreased static postural stability in the
days immediately following a concussion, however these measures would be similar to
healthy control values at the time of RTP. The second research question was to determine
if dynamic stability measures could provide further insight into possible postural control
deficits at the time of RTP.
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The static measures of COP excursion, velocity and confidence ellipse area
showed a trend indicating an increase in values for all measures, particularly in the eyes
closed condition. These elevated values, indicating worsened postural control, were
apparent for the first two days following the injury. These means were consistent across
all CONC participants. The first two days were analyzed as this was the longest amount
of time available for all participants. For participants that had static assessments
performed beyond two days, with RTP occurring at later dates, the same trend was
exhibited in the first three to five days. This is consistent with the first hypothesis, as well
as previous research indicating that static measures show a worsening of postural control
in this timeframe (McCrea et al., 2003). However, this research disagrees with a previous
study that showed an increase in velocity measures remained present at RTP (Powers et
al., 2014). One possible reason for this difference could lie in the ages of the participants
in the respective studies. The collegiate population studied in the present project is a
more mature population than the youth (high school) population studied by Powers et al.
(2014). It has been suggested that youth participants may exhibit worse effects due to
concussion in comparison to older athletes (Berkner, Meehan III, Master, & Howell,
2017).
When assessing the dynamic stability measures in the CONC group over the
course of the recovery, there were no significant differences between the measures at any
time point. Also, when comparing the scores at each timepoint to the HC group, there
were no differences between groups. These results indicate that the dynamic stability
measures used were not able to detect any differences in dynamic postural control
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between groups. It is also possible that the task selected was not able to produce
differences large enough to detect the postural control deficits.
Previous research using walking gait assessments to assess the effects of
concussion on dynamic postural control has shown differences between concussed and
healthy groups (Martini et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2006). In general, the concussed group
of athletes used a more conservative gait by shortening their stride length and increasing
the amount of mediolateral motion. For the associated changes in mediolateral motion,
the increase in the amount of motion and the velocity of the COM indicated that the
dynamic postural control was compromised. These trends have been associated with
populations with a risk of falling. It was anticipated that a similar trend would be
observed in the concussed population during this dynamic hop task. While the DPSI and
TTS were not used exclusively in the mediolateral direction, the torque about the COM
was calculated in the frontal plane and no differences were seen over time or in
comparison to the HC group. The hop tasks used in this study may have provided a more
challenging dynamic task, requiring greater attention when compared to walking gait,
however, the hop tasks were not challenging enough to an athletic population.
The main effect of plane, found from the ANOVA, during the FWH and LAH
shows that the torques stabilize at significantly different times during the same hop. The
primary plane of motion during the FWH was the sagittal plane. The stabilization times
of the torques were significantly longer in the sagittal plane in comparison to the frontal
plane, with the average sagittal plane measure being 42% greater than the frontal plane
stabilization time. The reverse was true for the LAH, with the primary plane of motion
and longer planar torque stabilization time occurring in the frontal plane. The frontal
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plane stabilization times were on average 57% greater than the sagittal plane times for the
LAH. These results are consistent with previous research which investigated the effect of
hop direction on directional stability indices. Using a similar sequential estimation
technique to establish the stability time of a force component, Liu and Heise (2013)
showed that the stabilization times were significantly longer in the primary plane of
motion. Finally, the LAH showed a significant interaction effect of plane and time. The
sagittal plane torque stabilization shows an increasing trend over assessment points,
whereas the frontal plane torque stabilization time shows a decreasing trend. This may be
attributed to the recovery of stability in the primary plane of motion, while less focus on
control is aimed toward the orthogonal plane (i.e., sagittal).
While the main effect of time was not significant, it was interesting to note that
the TTS and DPSI measures showed a generally improving trend, while the torque
stability time trended in the opposite direction, except for TF during LAH. The traditional
TTS and DPSI measures would indicate that postural control was trending towards
improving with recovery, while the measures of torque about the COM would indicate
that the postural control is trending towards worse values.
The possible insight provided by assessing torque about the COM in concussed
individuals may be related to the whole-body motion being stabilized in landings from
various directions. The existence of a torque about the COM when landing indicates that
an individual is producing some whole-body angular momentum in an effort to stop and
stabilize the body. Angular motion of the head is monitored by semicircular canals of the
vestibular system which can be affected by concussion (Valovich McLeod & Hale,
2015). Therefore, assessing torque in greater detail among concussed individuals may
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help assess the vestibular apparatus. The impairments to the vestibular system, along with
other neurological deficits present with concussion, may manifest as longer time to
stabilization of the torque values.
Conclusion
Overall, this study examined the effect of concussion on static and dynamic
postural measures. While static measures trended towards a direction consistent with
previous research, the dynamic measures did not show any differences over the course of
the recovery, including a week beyond RTP. The dynamic stability measures did not
detect any postural control deficits using the described protocol. It is possible that the
outcomes could be different if the difficulty of the hop task was increased or a different
protocol was used to assess dynamic stability. While this study may have been limited by
a small sample size, the addition of matched controls aided in providing a quality
measurement for comparison. In general, future research may try to evaluate the healthy
control group alongside the concussed group, as this study was limited to assessments
after the conclusion of the season. Finally, the measure of torque about the COM may
provide a good basis of continued assessment within this population, however in light of
a different protocol, as the measures suggest there may be worse postural control over
time. This may provide further insight into the increased lower extremity injury rate
associated with post-concussion sport participation.
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL RESULTS
Summary
Overall, the purpose of this dissertation was to investigate dynamic stability
measures and implement related findings into assessment within a concussed population.
A new measure was proposed which calculated the stabilization time of the torque about
the COM. This measure provided more information about how the COM motion was
controlled during the landing phase after a hop task in comparison to traditional
measures. It was also shown that multiple measures of dynamic stability, both new and
traditional, do not show evidence of a learning effect over time. Finally, applying the new
and traditional measures of dynamic stability to athletes during the recovery from a
concussion did not show any differences up to one week after returning to athletic
participation.
The first study of this dissertation investigated the torque about the COM during
the landing from a forward hop. The torque was calculated in the sagittal and frontal
planes using a kinetic estimation of the COM position. This study showed that the COM
position can be reliably estimated from force data alone. Furthermore, the calculation of
when the planar torques stabilize provided further information about stability compared
to traditional measures of force stability. Previously used measures are typically limited
analysis along an orthogonal axis, however, the torque measure described combines two
axes for analysis within a plane. The ability to assess stability in this context can give a
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better representation of stability overall, rather than interpreting stability measures along
individual axes.
The second study in this dissertation addressed a known issue with dynamic task
familiarity. The primary purpose of this paper was to expand on previous dynamic testing
protocols by increasing the number of assessment trials. The large number of trials used
in this study was to investigate where a stability measure plateaus. The context of this
analysis also extends this research question into force plate-derived measures of dynamic
postural stability. As the protocol extends well beyond the total number of trials
investigated previously, it was anticipated that a point where the measures plateaued
would be evident. Previously, even with as short of a testing session of two trials (with
one practice trial), the general trend of an improving score was evident (Booher et al.,
1993). When expanded to three practice trials with three test trials (Bolgla & Keskula,
1997; M. D. Ross et al., 2002) or five test trials (Krishnan, 2015), this trend was
consistent. The present study did not show any significant differences between scores at
any point, however a similar trend suggesting scores were improving was present for
most measures within most hop protocols.
In terms of score variability between trials, the current results agree with the
findings of previous research. It has been found that when the scores were calculated
during the practice and test trials, there was no significant difference between the two sets
of scores (Bolgla & Keskula, 1997; Krishnan, 2015; M. D. Ross et al., 2002). The present
results agreed with these findings, as there was no difference between scores across the
protocol. With the current study protocol including 30 repetitions, it appears that the
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generally improving trend with no significant difference between scores extends well
beyond the observed window the shorter protocols used previously.
In the third study of the dissertation, dynamic stability assessments were used to
assess stability during the recovery from a concussion. The purpose of this study was to
test whether dynamic postural stability scores provided better insight into the recovery
status of an athlete after a concussion in comparison to static measures. First, in order to
establish a comparison to prior literature, the static measures traditionally to assess
recovery were collected. These measures showed the same trend previously reported, as
the values worsened in the first few days immediately following the concussion but
returned to a level consistent with health controls by the time of RTP. The second
research question was to determine if dynamic stability measures could provide further
insight into possible postural control deficits at the time of RTP. Overall, none of the
measures used showed a significant difference over the timeframe from starting the return
to play protocol through a week after returning to athletic participation. These results
were surprising, as it was believed that a more challenging task, in the form of a dynamic
hop task, would elicit deficits longer into recovery than the static measures showed.
Through these studies investigating dynamic stability measures and their methods
to implement them, this dissertation has shown some uses and limits to these measures.
With the investigation of a new measure of dynamic stability, the number of trials needed
to familiarize a person to a dynamic task, and the use of these dynamic tasks during
concussion recovery, this dissertation adds to the understanding of dynamic stability
measures and their uses.
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Conclusions
The first study of this dissertation showed that the calculation of the COM
position can be done reliably using only force and COP data. The agreement between the
kinetic-derived position and a kinematic position ranged from moderate to strong. As this
correlation was acceptable, using the kinetic COM position to calculate the torque about
the COM is possible. When using two commonly used methods to determine dynamic
stability of a signal, the sequential estimation method showed a significantly different
value from a measure calculated using the same method with the force signal. The
difference indicates that the measure of torque stability, as determined using sequential
estimation, provides additional interpretation of when stability occurs within a plane, as
opposed to purely along a single axis.
The second study investigated three measures of stability using a repeated
assessment protocol. None of the measures analyzed exhibited a point where the value
plateaued, indicating that optimal performance had been established. The lack of a
significant difference between measures at any time was consistent with previous
research, indicating that an increase in the number of practice trials for familiarity will
not result in statistically different scores during the assessment phase. Also, this study
showed that landing velocity was moderately correlated with the DPSI measure. This
correlation suggests that researchers may need to control or account for landing velocity
during data analysis if they are using the DPSI.
Finally, the third study found that the use of dynamic stability measures during
recovery from a concussion did not produce statistically significant values over time.
While participants modeled the recovery trend seen in static postural assessments, the
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dynamic assessment did not yield any further insight into the recovery status. It was
believed that worsened dynamic stability at the time of return to play may contribute to
the increased lower extremity injury rate post-concussion, however none of the measures
used supported this hypothesis.
Future Directions
Overall, this dissertation highlights the need for future research surrounding the
development and implementation of dynamic stability measures. While the traditionally
used measures have been adequate to capture differences in particular populations, a
measure that is more sensitive to dynamic stability changes warrants further
investigation, particularly in a neurologically compromised population.
From the first study, the proposed measure of torque around the COM within the
sagittal and frontal planes provides a previously unused measure to aid in dynamic
stability assessments. Incorporating this measure in future studies would help further
refine its use. The calculation of the torque measure was done with kinetic data only,
which required an integration constant for the vertical position to be provided. The first
two studies used a measurement equal to the height of the greater trochanter, while the
third study used 50% of the participant’s total height. Refining this constant could further
improve the vertical COM position calculation. The integration method used was the
Euler integration method, however other methods may also be explored to improve the
COM position calculation overall.
In terms of further investigation of the number of practice trials, different
assessment protocols and dynamic stability measures should be used. The measures used
in this dissertation did not show difference over time, however the method used to
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perform the hops involved a fixed jump distance (70 cm away or a 30 cm box for all
participants). Using an individualized jump distance, such as a distance from the percent
of height or leg length, may standardize the perceived difficulty of the task. Most
participants antidotally noted that they felt like they became familiar with the various hop
tasks early on in the testing protocol. Thus, identifying a measure that reflects this
familiarity after a determined amount of practice may provide a better basis to compare
within and between participants, as their optimal performance is being recorded for
analysis.
Finally, the body of research that has shown an increase in lower extremity injury
rates after recovery from a concussion requires further investigation. Dynamic stability
testing during and after return to play still may provide insight into system performance,
however the measures and methodology used in the third study did not show any
differences. Analysis using of different measures and methods may aid in showing any
potential dynamic stability deficits post-injury. Also, expanding these dynamic stability
assessments by capturing preseason baseline values, as well as testing further past a week
after RTP may help to distinguish differences during recovery.
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CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Project Title: Dynamic stability assessment of sport-related concussion during return-toplay
Researcher:
Otto Buchholz, School of Sport and Exercise Science
Phone:
970-351-1597
E-mail: otto.buchholz@unco.edu
Research Advisor: Dr. Gary D. Heise (970) 351-1738, School of Sport & Exercise
Science
Purpose and Description:
The purpose of this study is to investigate the changes in static and dynamic postural
control over the course of your recovery from concussion and return to participation in your sport.
The testing is designed to coincide with the same type of activities that you are undergoing as
part of the return protocol within the athletics department, however none of this data or
information will be used as part of your medical clearance or made available to the medical staff.
You will participate in static testing sessions lasting approximately 3 minutes each day. The first
session will occur 24 – 72 hours after the concussion and continue daily until you begin physical
activity testing. The dynamic sessions will last approximately 10 minutes per session. The first
dynamic session will occur as soon as you and the athletic trainer agree you are able to complete
the task, even if some symptoms are still present. Once the physical testing begins as part of the
return to play protocol, you will be assessed for dynamic and static stability on the first and last
day of protocol, as well as one week after you return to your sport. The dynamic tasks are the
forward and lateral (sideways) hop tasks. You will be performing each hop starting 70 cm from
the center of the force plate. You will jump from two feet and hop over a 15 cm high hurdle to land
and balance on your dominant leg. You will balance for 30 seconds each hop. If you lose balance
during the 30 second period, you will be asked to repeat the trial. Each session, you will have the
tasks demonstrated for you by the researcher, and you will participate in 3 practice trials before
the 3 test trails are recorded. You will be able to perform each repetition at your own pace. The
force plate you are landing on measures the forces between your foot and ground.
What are the possible discomforts or risks?
The risks associated with participation are consistent with exercise of this manner and
include the possibility of lower extremity injury, such as muscle strains or joint ligament sprains is
present. There is also a possible fall risk with these hopping and landing tasks. Due to the
possibility of falling, spotters will be positioned to help catch you if you begin to lose balance to
the point where recovery is not apparent. There is also a small hurdle you will have to clear,
however it is very easily moved if contacted and the spotter will be present if this causes a loss of
stability as well. Although the likelihood of you falling is small, a fall might result in a scrape,
bruise, broken bone, strain and/or sprain. In the unlikely event you become injured as a result of
your participation in this study, medical care is available but neither financial compensation nor
free medical treatment is provided. Also, only the necessary and relevant researchers and
university medical staff will be in the room for the data collection to maintain your privacy. By
signing this document, you are not waiving any rights that you have against the University of
Northern Colorado for injury resulting from negligence of the University or its investigators.
What are the possible benefits of the study?
There are no direct benefits to you for participating in this study. However, understanding
the potential differences in static and dynamic stability after recovery from a concussion could
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help researchers design better screening instruments to better assess the link between dynamic
stability and concussion recovery.
Will I be paid for being in the study?
There is no compensation for your participation in this study, monetary or otherwise.
Statement of confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. Only the
investigators and his assistants will have access to your identity and to information that can be
associated with your identity. In the event of any publication or presentation resulting from the
research, no personally identifiable information will be shared. Also, this data will not be shared
with other medical professionals associated with the University for use in the management of your
health as the research is still experimental. The Office of Research and the Institutional Review
Board may review records related to this project.
Participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide to not participate in this study and if
you begin participation you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will
be respected and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Having
carefully read this document and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, please sign
below if you would like to participate in this research. A copy of this form will be given to you to
retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a
research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner Hall, University of
Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910.

Participant’s Signature

Date

Researcher’s Signature

Date

_______ (initial) I release my baseline data collected during preseason screenings were
conducted by the University of Northern Colorado Athletic Training staff and any follow-up
assessments related to this injury that will be collected, consisting of balance data (from the
HUMAC/Nintendo Wii board device) and eye-tracking data (from the EYE-SYNC device).
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CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Project Title: Dynamic stability assessment of sport-related concussion during return-toplay
Researcher:
Otto Buchholz, School of Sport and Exercise Science
Phone:
970-351-1597
E-mail: otto.buchholz@unco.edu
Research Advisor: Dr. Gary D. Heise (970) 351-1738, School of Sport & Exercise
Science
Purpose and Description:
The purpose of this study is to investigate the changes in static and dynamic postural
control over the course of recovery from concussion and you will serve as a healthy control for
comparison purposes. You will participate in one testing session that includes both a static and
dynamic test. The static test will last approximately 3 minutes and consist of standing still for 30
seconds, once with your eyes open and once with your eyes closed. The dynamic testing will last
approximately 10 minutes per session. The dynamic tasks are the forward and lateral (sideways)
hop tasks. You will be performing each hop starting 70 cm from the center of the force plate. You
will jump from two feet and hop over a 15 cm high hurdle to land and balance on your dominant
leg. You will balance for 30 seconds each hop. If you lose balance during the 30 second period,
you will be asked to repeat the trial. Each session, you will have the tasks demonstrated for you
by the researcher, and you will participate in 3 practice trials before the 3 test trails are recorded.
You will be able to perform each repetition at your own pace. The force plate you are landing on
measures the forces between your foot and ground.
What are the possible discomforts or risks?
The risks associated with participation are consistent with exercise of this manner and
include the possibility of lower extremity injury, such as muscle strains or joint ligament sprains is
present. There is also a possible fall risk with these hopping and landing tasks. Due to the
possibility of falling, spotters will be positioned to help catch you if you begin to lose balance to
the point where recovery is not apparent. There is also a small hurdle you will have to clear,
however it is very easily moved if contacted and the spotter will be present if this causes a loss of
stability as well. Although the likelihood of you falling is small, a fall might result in a scrape,
bruise, broken bone, strain and/or sprain. In the unlikely event you become injured as a result of
your participation in this study, medical care is available but neither financial compensation nor
free medical treatment is provided. Also, only the necessary and relevant researchers and
university medical staff will be in the room for the data collection to maintain your privacy. By
signing this document, you are not waiving any rights that you have against the University of
Northern Colorado for injury resulting from negligence of the University or its investigators.
What are the possible benefits of the study?
There are no direct benefits to you for participating in this study. However, understanding
the potential differences in static and dynamic stability after recovery from a concussion could
help researchers design better screening instruments to better assess the link between dynamic
stability and concussion recovery. By serving as a healthy control, you will provide a comparison
point for the injured population in this study.
Will I be paid for being in the study?
There is no compensation for your participation in this study, monetary or otherwise.
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Statement of confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. Only the
investigators and his assistants will have access to your identity and to information that can be
associated with your identity. In the event of any publication or presentation resulting from the
research, no personally identifiable information will be shared. Also, this data will not be shared
with other medical professionals associated with the University for use in the management of your
health as the research is still experimental. The Office of Research and the Institutional Review
Board may review records related to this project.
Participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide to not participate in this study and if
you begin participation you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will
be respected and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Having
carefully read this document and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, please sign
below if you would like to participate in this research. A copy of this form will be given to you to
retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a
research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner Hall, University of
Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910.

Participant’s Signature

Date

Researcher’s Signature

Date

_______ (initial) I release my baseline data collected during preseason screenings were
conducted by the University of Northern Colorado Athletic Training staff and any follow-up
assessments related to this injury that will be collected, consisting of balance data (from the
HUMAC/Nintendo Wii board device) and eye-tracking data (from the EYE-SYNC device).
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Title: Dynamic stability assessment of sport-related concussion during
return-to-play
A. Purpose
Sport-related concussion is a very common injury within athletics, thus
management from the initial injury through the return to play is paramount for a healthy
and safe return to participation (McCrory et al., 2017). Assessment of the phase of
recovery of the concussion traditionally relies on monitoring of symptoms, and upon
resolution there is a graded return to exercise resulting in full athletics participation
(Broglio et al., 2014). This assessment also commonly relies on postural stability testing,
such as the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS). The BESS test evaluates three
static postures on firm and foam surfaces for signs of instability (specified errors) while
the athlete has their eyes closed (Riemann & Guskiewicz, 2000). The number of errors
is summed to create a score that is compared to a baseline to determine healthy
postural stability. However, recent research has suggested that these static
assessments may not be challenging enough to detect the control deficits related to
concussion beyond the acute phase of recovery (Lynall et al., 2015; Sell, 2012).
Assessment of static stability, and furthermore walking postural control, within
concussed individuals has shown a variety of deficits related to compromised stability
(Fino et al., 2018; Powers et al., 2014). Static assessments are traditionally evaluated
during double and single-leg stance across various conditions such as vision (eyes
open/closed) and surface (firm-ground and compliant/foam) (Prieto et al., 1996). These
static postural assessments, along with instrumentation of subjective clinical tests, have
revealed differences between healthy and concussed groups of athletes primarily during
the acute phase (<2 days), but can occasionally be seen through the return-to-play
(RTP) phase as well (L. A. King et al., 2014; Powers et al., 2014). This timeframe has
also been evaluated in light of walking gait stability where a similar trend in stability
deficits has been shown from the acute phase through as long as a few years postconcussion (Chiu et al., 2013; Martini et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2006). With lower
extremity injury rates being greater in the year post-concussion, it has been suggested
that testing needs to be better refined to adequately identify those at risk of injury prior to
return (Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015). It has been suggested that these static
assessments (eg. BESS testing postures) may be too easy to complete during the later
phases of assessment, thus the need for a more challenging, dynamic movement is
warranted for better evaluation of an athlete’s concussion recovery status. Dynamic
postural stability methods currently used for other pathology assessments (eg. ankle
instability) may be able to provide this needed insight.
The purpose of this study is to apply these static and dynamic postural stability
assessment calculations to concussed athletes over the course of a traditional RTP
protocol and after RTP has successfully occurred. The dynamic stability assessments
will also be compared to other means of concussion assessment. This includes baseline
stability assessments, acute static assessments currently in use, and newer techniques
such as eye tracking devices. This research would address an assessment gap that
exists between the easily performed static assessments and the time- and fundingintensive gait assessments. As no prior research has been conducted using these
methods, it has been suggested (Brooks et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015) that this form of
assessment could yield better insight into the recovery state beyond the current,
traditionally used protocols. This is commonly referred to as assessing a more “sportrelated motion” as opposed to static stance or walking, with the latter aspects not being
common components of athletic movement.
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This research qualifies as expedited as the assessment protocol will not expose
the participant to any risk greater than what they would already be exposed to while
participating in the nationally standardized concussion assessment and management
protocol. There is not an associated significant risk to the highly active, collegiate athlete
described in the participants section below. All participants will be over the age of 18, so
no minors will be involved in the study. No protected or vulnerable populations will be
considered for participation in this study.

B. Methods
Participants. Participants will be student-athletes within the NCAA Division I
athletics program at UNC; permission will be requested from sports medicine staff prior
to testing. Concussed athletes will be recruited based on evaluation and diagnosis of a
concussion by the university athletic trainers or team physicians. The diagnosing athletic
trainer will present these athletes with a brief page of information to use in contacting the
researcher for further information if they are interested in participating. A healthy, nonconcussed, matched control group will be recruited for comparison based on publicly
available roster criteria including age, experience, and sport (and position, when
applicable). The matched control will be recruited after the conclusion of their respective
season using a recruitment flier. They will only be tested once, performing the same
static and dynamic hop tasks that were performed by the injured population. This single
testing session will be identical to a day of testing when a dynamic test was performed
by the concussed participant. All recruited athletes will be over the age of 18. In regards
to the concussion, assessment will only occur after the resolution of any concussionrelated symptoms. Recruitment will be done by the team’s athletic trainer who is
responsible for their diagnosis of a concussion. Participants will be excluded if they
sustain a musculoskeletal injury concurrently. Participants will also be removed from the
study if they sustain an injury during the phase where they are at full athletic
participation.

Data Collection Procedures. Two areas of assessment will be used during the
recovery phase. These two areas are static assessment and dynamic assessment. The
following testing timeline is summarized in Figure 1.
Figure 1

The first static assessment will occur 24 – 72 hours post-injury and occur daily
until the dynamic assessments begin. At this point, the static assessments will be
evaluated on the same timeline as these assessments. The static assessment will
consist of the same protocol used in preseason baseline screening. This task consists of
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standing on both legs for 30 seconds. This is performed while standing on a force plate
and with eyes open and then eyes closed.

The first dynamic collection will occur when both the athlete and the supervising
medical staff agree that the dynamic tasks (described below) are able to be completed.
The second dynamic test will occur at the start of the physical exertion testing (Phase 2)
as defined by progression through a nationally standardized RTP protocol. This RTP
protocol is defined in the National Athletic Trainer’s Association Position Statement on
concussion evaluation and treatment (Broglio et al., 2014) and the RTP timeline is shown
below in Table 1. The RTP protocol is based on the recommendations in the consensus
statement from the 5th International Conference on Concussion in Sport (McCrory et al.,
2017). Progression through the RTP protocol is determined by the staff athletic trainer or
team physician. The third dynamic test will be on the day of full RTP (Phase 6). The final
collection will occur one week after RTP has occurred.
Table 1
Stage
1
2
3
4
5
6

Physical Activity
No activity until symptom-free
Light Exercise at <70% age-predicted maximal heart rate (biking, jogging)
Sport-specific activities without the threat of contact from others
Noncontact training involving others, resistance training
Unrestricted training (normal sport practice)
Return to play (game participation eligible)

Athlete enters Stage 1 at time of injury and does not progress to Stage 2 until they are symptomfree for 24 hours. All stages are separated by 24 hours and progression only occurs if that athlete remains
symptom-free, as determined by the medical staff and the athlete.

The tasks used for evaluation will be the forward and lateral hops. The forward
hop will consist of starting on both feet at a line 70 cm from the center of a force plate.
Take-off for the forward hop will occur on the same level as the surface of the force plate
and landing will occur on the athlete’s dominant leg only. The lateral hop will use the
same line and the athlete will position the lateral edge of their dominant foot on the line,
preforming the hop in a similar, yet lateral motion. Leg dominance will be determined as
the leg used to kick a ball. The hops will occur over a 15 cm hurdle to enforce minimum
clearance. Upon landing, the athlete will stabilize and place their hands on their hips as
quickly as possible. Data will be recorded for 30 seconds after ground contact. The force
plate will be an AMTI high-frequency plate recording analog channels at 1000 Hz. The
type of data recorded from the analog channels will be the force-related measures
including the magnitude and location (center of pressure) of the force, as well as the
rotational components to the force (moments). For each hop, the athlete will perform 3
practice trials for familiarity before the three testing trials are recorded.
During all assessments, spotters will be positioned close to the athlete to be able
to intervene in the case that they lose their balance. In the event of an injury, university
medical staff will already be present to intervene appropriately. The lead researcher,
who is also CPR certified and a Colorado registered Athletic Trainer, can also activate
the Emergency Action Plan of the relevant facility.
Data Analysis Procedures. From the recorded force data, static assessment
calculations will be performed over the 30 seconds of data consistent with traditional
linear and nonlinear analysis (Cavanaugh et al., 2006; Collins & De Luca, 1993; Prieto et
al., 1996). For the dynamic tests, the Dynamic Postural Stability Index (DPSI) will be
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calculated from the first 3 seconds of data (Wikstrom, Tillman, Smith, et al., 2005). Time
to stabilization will be calculated in accordance with methods from Ross and Guskiewicz
(2003). Similar scores may be calculated if they are deemed appropriate by the nature of
the landings. All data will be filtered using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter. Postural
stability calculations will be completed using a custom script written in MATLAB. All
calculated measures across the three testing trials will be averaged to represent
performance at that testing time point. The dependent variable will be the calculated
scores. The independent variables are group and time.
The collected data will be compared to baseline data collected prior to the start of
the season by the university medical staff. This data is routinely collected for diagnostic
use as a means of comparison to define recovery. These measures will also be
compared to other means of assessment, such as the results of using eye-tracking
devices to evaluate motor-control of the eyes. Comparison of the dynamic stability
scores to these baseline data will allow for differences to be shown between the
traditionally used assessment techniques and this new, dynamic assessment technique.
Statistical Analysis. The mean score for each calculation at each time point
(and to baseline data) will be evaluated for differences. An ANOVA with repeated
measures will be used to evaluate differences between the concussed and control
athletes over time. All statistical analysis will be conducted at α ≤ .05. Bonferroni posthoc testing will be used to evaluate the direction of significant pairwise comparisons
when appropriate.
Data Handling Procedures. The data will be collected privately within the UNC
Biomechanics Laboratory (Gunter Hall 1750, restricted card-swipe access) or a private,
secure area within the Butler-Hancock Athletics Facility, without any outside observers.
Only the principal investigator, research advisor, research assistants and relevant
university medical staff will be allowed at any data collection. Participants will be
assigned an individual identification number that will be used for all tests and data
collection. The informed consent forms will be kept separate from other data that do not
have identifying information. Consent forms will be kept in a locked file cabinet in the
UNC Biomechanics Laboratory and will only be accessible by the researchers.
Electronic data will only contain the participants assigned identification number and will
be located on a password protected computer which will also be locked in a secure,
swipe-access room. Any identifiable information will be stored for a period of five years
in a locked cabinet. After five years it will be removed and destroyed. Any nonidentifiable information will be kept indefinitely.
A. Risks, Discomforts and Benefits
There is minimal risk associated with this protocol, as the tasks described above
fall within the same risk as encountered on a daily basis (walking, standing, up/down
stairs). Exercise inherently carries associated risks which are specifically detailed below.
1. Potential for strains, sprains, and contusions from the tests during data
collection (a physical risk)
i. All participants will be free of lower extremity injuries for 3 months
prior.
ii. All participants will perform a warm up and practice trials to
become familiar with the testing.
iii. The investigator will provide verbal instruction and visual
demonstration of all tasks.
iv. Active individuals (NCAA Division I athletes) will be recruited for
participation. These individuals regularly engage in high levels of
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physical activity and therefore will be familiar with the research
tasks.
v. Muscle soreness is not expected due to the short duration of the
testing protocol (6 total hops), but any soreness experienced
should be minor and will dissipate without special care within a
few days.
2. Trip or fall during data collection (a physical risk)
i. the probability for a trip or fall is low. The targeted participant
population is not prone to falls. Injury potential from a trip or fall
might include skin abrasion, contusion, or broken bone.
ii. an investigator will act as a spotter during assessments, close
enough to catch the athlete in case of a loss of stability.
While there are risks associated with the dynamic testing protocol, showing a
dynamic postural control deficit at the time of RTP could have a large benefit as a guide
for future clinical decision making. The ability to use a sport-specific task to show
decreased postural control when an athlete would be returning to athletics under the
current assessment technique could show that recovery from the concussion is not
complete, thus protecting the athlete from a potentially harmful situation.
There are no direct benefits to participants who volunteer for this study. However,
by participating in this study the volunteer will help contribute to the analysis of dynamic
postural stability during the concussion recovery period and the potential development of
a better screening tool.
B. Costs and Compensations
There will be no direct costs to the participants involved in this research study
beyond their time commitment (approximately 15 minutes per session and up to 15
minutes of travel time across campus). No compensation will be provided.
C. Grant Information
This research is not being supported by any grants.
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